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Preface

xcellent articles dealing with various aspects of the sport of
fencing have appeared in DGWS Feruing Guides. unfortunately,
most of these articles arc not easily available. [Ins first edition of
Se/e(ted renting Articles has been prepared to make these out-
standing articles available to those interested an f encing A
few of the articles appeared originally in the Sewn(' National
Institute ' rr (rills Sports. This is the latest in the DGWS Sports
Articles Reprint Series.

The articles. which were carefully selected for then potential
value to students, coaches, and teachers, are representative of the
sport today. The material covers. theory and methods of teaching
and coaching: techniques and skills: methods of evaluation,
ot floating. intramural and extramural activities, and resources.

Hopefully. this publication will prove valuable, interesting, and
challenging to all participants and followers of one of the world's
most fascinating sperts.

yrtis I:. Herndon
Editor



Introduction
,

Touche! Education Through Fencing
ANNE SCHLEY DUGGAN
Texas Women's University

Denton, Texas

Education is charged with grave and far-reaching responsibilities,
and rightly so, for it is concerned primarily with the development of
persons who, in turn, shape the society in which we live. In every
period of crisis or change, the prevailing system of education is
cnallenged, tl.erefore. and a re- examination of its basic objectives as
well as of the specific media for their realization is undertaken
generally. Earliest high school and college faculties are engaged in
this process of determining toward what ends they are teaching and
of selecting those media in terms of subject matter, experiences,
methods of organization and approach, et cetera, most likely to
result in the ends sought.

Those engaged in the particular area of physical education are
concerned, therefore, with a re- examination of their programs with
respect to the specific contributions to the development of educated
individuals that may be achieved through this area. In the realm of
sports for girls and women. objectives have been scrutinized and
restated from time to time with certain basic objectives re-
emphasized because they are thoroughly sound. Translated into
activities conducive to their realization, they have focussed attention
upon those sports activities that contribute to the development of
bodies that are both attractive and fit in terms of such fitness
objectives as endurance, strength, flexibility, body control, balance,
coordination, relaxation and morale with implications for living
which is effective and happy because it includes in its daily pattern
not only efficiency in work but also a sense of happy fulfillment in
play with members of one's own and the opposite sex.

To particularize. how does fencing as an important activity in the
sports program for girls and women contribute to the fundamental
purpose of education the development of better persons with
minds, bodies and spirits thoroughly developed and completely co-
ordinated into the perfect whole?

In the first place, fencing is one of the oldest of our sports.
Traditionally, it brings to the physical education curriculum, there-
fore, a background which is rich and fascinating in historical signif-
icance because its development is closely interwoven with the ideo-
logies and customs of peoples of all times and places. When a
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knowledge of the evolution of the sport of fencing from primitive to
modern times is taught along with the techniques and skills of
bottling, a better understanding of various periods Ind phases of
history and civilization may be readilyacquired.IThe I'm:alio') of the
antecedents of the modern sport in warfare, it role in the colorful
days of chivalry and knighthood, its sponsorship by tl..! nobility in
the courts of various European countries, its inspiratio, or impetus
to the arts of literature, sculpture and painting the are indeed
knowledges ,!ompatible with an education and more easily act:v..ted
in conjunction with a mastery of the sport itself. Many t. (Went of
fencing has participated more fully than the non-fencer in leading or
in observing Shakespeare's plays with their many references and
passages devoted to the art of fencing. These are scarcely compre-
hensible to those unacquainted with the sport and much of the wit
and subtle allusions are thus lost. For example, Mercutio', dying
soliloquy after his duel with Tybalt in Romeo and Juliet is con-
sidered by dramatists a highlight in the play with its disparaging
references to Tybalt's fencing methods as those of a braggart who
"fights by the books of arithmetic."

In the second place, fencing contributes to the fundamental
purposz of ,:ducation in that it fosters the development of a mental
pattern which enables the devotee to appraise situations quickly and
to reach them effectively. It entails the skill of making rapid
decisions based upon a quick but conclusive comprehension of all
the factors involved. It necessitates the so- called split-wcond timing
in the thinking and acting process which a skillful fencer coordinates
perfectly with her movements of mind, arms, legs ald body as a
whole. While there is no guarantee that the mental alertness and
facility of subsequent action demanded in fencing automatically
canes over into other life situations, there is reason to believe that
habitual patterns of such coordinated mental and physical effort
tend to function in other situations demanding similar quick re-
actions. Fencing is not a gam of brute force. Rather, it is a sport of
skill and dexterity demanding the keenest of intellectuttl acumen for
those who master its techniques.

In the third place, fencing contributes inquestionabiy to the
development of bodies that are attractive in terms of line and pro-
portion and physically fie in terms of endurance, strength, flexi-
bility, control, balance and coordination. iffords a form of

'Good historical surveys appear m 'Elw Ae t of the Eml by Luigi llarbasetti,
E. P. Dutton and Co., Inc., New York; Encyclopedia of Sports by Frani. C.
Menke, A. S. Barnes and Company, New York; The Theory and Practice of
ncmg by Julio Martine/ Castello, Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, and

numerous encyclopedias including the Encyclopedia Bratamca.
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physical exercise that not only benefits the body as a whole but one
that yields particular strength to arms, shoulder girdle, abdomen,
thighs and legs through the rapid extensions an contractions of
muscles involved in its various techniques of attack and defense.
Prerequisite to prowess in this particular sport is an unwavering
focus and concentration of eyes and mind upon an opponent's target
and upon every movement of her foil and body. Subsequent trigger-
speed movements of fingers, wrists, arms, legs and body as a whole
in various lightmng-like combinations of attacks and parries in-
volving hinges, thrusts, advances, retreats, ripostes and counter
ripo les are unparalleled for their development of eye-hand, eye-
arm, arm-leg and other coordinations of various parts of the body as
well as of the body as a whole. A good fencer's flexibility is
obviously measurable in terms of the length of her lunge and re-
covery to the guard position as will as in the speedy extension of her
thrust and immediate counter-p.rry if a touch is not achieved.
Balanix is a premium in fencing bzcause it is the only sports activity
which fails to utilize the natural law of opposition facilitating easy
balance in its various techniques. In order to present the smallest
touching surface possible for an opponent's attack, the fencer must
develop her sense of balance in all techniques with a stride and a
coordination of arms and legs that are unilateral rather than op-
posite. Fencing promotes good posture in that it emphasizes
erectness of head and chest with essential relaxation of shoulders to
avoid tension and undue fatigue, proper alignment of hips, back and
abdomen to insure agility and coordination in attack and defense,
and correct distribution of weight upon the outer borders of the feet
with knees over arches in the guard position. The emphasis upon
form and ceremony and the traditional romantic associations of
pride, valor and nobility inextricably linked with the art of fencing
are further incentives for the development and maintenance of good
postures on the part of those who seek superiority in this skill. For
those who achieve it, there accrues a sensitivity to and a feeling for
beauty of line in movement.

Finally, fencing contributes to the fundamental purpose of edu-
cation in that it fosters a courage and a tenacity of spirits an
essential sort of morale developed in hand-to-hand combat. Great
emphasis has been placed upon combative activities in the develop-
ment of morale for civilians as well as for those in the armed forces
and both West Point and Annapolis have stressed fencing in their
curriculums of physical educeion for potential officers along with
football, boxing and wrestling for many years. Fencing is the only
combative activity that is physiologically sound for gills and women
and merits its place, therefore, in every sports program for the
particular attributes that it thus engenders. Since it is a combative

TOUCHE! EDUCATION THROUGH FENCING 9



sport based upon skill and dexterity rather than force and strength
of bodily contact, it is readily adaptable to co-educational and co-
recreational programs of physical education. In other words, it is one
of the relatively few sports in which bo: s and girls may compete
with impunity and at the same time bring imxed groups together in a
wholesome situation conducive to normal adjustment between the
two sexes. It is ideal as a recreational activity in that one companion
makes satisfying indulgence possible and a real devotee enjoys
developing her skill and accuracy in leisure hours against a canvas
target when a human opponent is unavailable.

In high schools and liberal arts colleges with well-rounded cur-
riculum, fencing holds a strategic place in the sports offering. While
it affords all the physiological benefits of wholesome exercise, it also
has a special appeal for the student who is primarily interested in
music, drama, art, literature ami dance. Very often this student is
soinev,aat sophisticated in her attitude and not tempted, therefore,
to race up and :town a hockey field, stick in hand, or to make the
rounds of the bases on a softball diamond for a dramatic slide into
the home-plate. Because of its romantic and historical background as
well as its direct and obvious carry-over into art, drama, opera, et
cetera, this particular type of student displays a state of readiness
conducive to daily practice and ultimate mastery of the sport. For
her, the art and practice of fencing coincides literally as well as
figtrativly with that skill and debate in repartee epitomized by the
tee ciths of sophisticated drawing-room conversations. She is further
motivated by the fact that fencing is an integral part of the training
advociv.ed for aspiring young singers, dancers and actresscs.

While fencing has grown increasingly popular in the sports
programs of schools and colleges, it is destined to become even more
so in the future due to the realization of is many contributions to
the fitness objectives now generally recognized and to its unique
potential contributions to au education. It is the responsibility of
teachers to see that the impetus thus provided results in sufficient
time allotment, equipment and loath tencing along with other
important physical education activities m the school curriculum.
Ideally, the class in fencing should meet daily in gymnasium or
studio with equipment sufficient for the members enrolled. While a
good teacher can adapt her methods to group instruction, a certain
amount of individual attention for checking form and techniques is
essential. For this reason, fencing classes like those in golf
should be kept to a desirable maximum of not more than
24 to 30 students, if possible, Students working in pus can be
taught to check each other's execution of basic techniques such as
the lunge and thrust with recovery to guard position, and mirrors in
the studio or gymnasium will afford an excellent means of self-
correction.
10 SELECTED FENCING ARTICLES



hde fencing is a relatively expensive individual sport neces-
sitating the nrovision of a mask. plastron and foil for each student
enrolled in a class, teachers eons need in its contributions to the
goals of education are justified in seeking expanded budgets which
permit its inclusion in the curriculum. Good equipment that is
properly cared for is durable and proves a long-term investment.
Foils with detachable blades permit the replacement of occasionally
broken blades at a relatively low cost. Proper provision should be
made in the form of cabinets for the suspension of foils when not in
use with sufficient space for the careful putting away of plastrons
and masks. Needless to add. students should be taught the
importance of proper care of fencing equipment: a genuine love of
the sport will often preclude any possible abuse of equipment
necessary to its pursuit. Good fencing equipment may be procured
from any number of reputable sporting goods houses.

Fencing possesses so many inherent satisfactions that it almost
supplies its own motivation upon initiation into the school cur-
riculum. Not least of these is its combative quality, bringing to the
individual a challenge and a thrilling excitement when facing, a single
opponent in hand-to-hand combat. Patterns for the satisfactions
which result when an individual secures a touch upon her opponent
or outwits her thrust with a successful parry were laid down in the
neurons of our ancestors when primitive man first attacked an
opponedt y. club in hand. Because these satisfp:tions are
heightened a .lireet proportion with the increase of skill, however.
fencing club' should be a part of the regular intramural sports
programs ith bouts scheduled period.cally between teams
representing the various units comprising such programs. Demonstra-
tions in school assemblies. an occasional "open-house" combining
social opportunities with demonstrations and bouts are also effective
in extending an interest in fencing. May we hear more and more calls
of "Titan;" as an increasing number of young women engage in

fencing and thus practice the sportsmanship which we pi each by the
traditronat custom of acknowledging with admirat.on the successful
point scored by the opponents whom tney are facing. I:dui:anon
thiough fencing'' Touch0

TOUCHE! EDUCATION THROUGH FENCING 11



Teaching and Coaching

Don't Let Fencing Foil You!

MAXINE MURI MILLER

What is a strip? That battleground of wits and skill, speed and
dexterity, precision, perfect timing, good judgment, healthy deter-
mination to win! Every high school and coll,;ge student recognizes at
once a basketball floor, a tennis court, a bowling alley, and is
familiar as a part-time participant, at least, with the activities
performed thereon. But what is a fencing strip?

Fencing in the Curriculum

Instructors who have included fencing in the pnysical education
program in high schools and collIges have provided a sport which
combines all of the elements wIrch eduators seek in the moto:-
improvement of their students. Fmcing stands well against the most
critical examination of its rierit, :r.nd justifies itself in all lights.

When considering an activity for inclusion in the physic-.I edu-
cation curriculum, what factors do we use as a basis for decision for
or against the activity? We may make a careful analysis of the merit
of the activity m satisfying our most far-reaching objectives; we may
na-e sample tests to rate the activity, asking:

11) Does it provide I iscle activity')
2) Does it contribui. .o the development of body control"

13) Does it contribute to improvement of co- ordination'
(4) Does it improve the sense of timing?
(5) Does it improve judgment?
(6) Can the student of medium or poor co-ordination foul

satisfaction in accomplishment?
(7) Does it involve elements of self-control2
(8) Does it enhance good sportsmanship?
(9) Is it applicable to medium-size or large classes?

(10) Is it adaptable to all students?
(11) Does it provide worthwhile competition 2
(12) Does it provide opportinity for self-teqing?
(13) Is it satisfying to the participant?
(14) Does it provide carry-over into later life?
Fencing answers the test on every count! It provides, through

techniques such as the thrust, lunge, and jump-lunge, big-muscle
activity for legs, trunk, and shoulder-girdle. It rivals the dance in the
development of body control. Its opportunities for the increase of

12 SELECTED FENCING ARTICLES
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coordination, timing, and judgment of distance are unlimited. It
provides the finest motivation for the learning of specific techniques
which can be progressively included in the sport, and WI' . add in a
measurable way to the Improvement of skill directly related to the
sport, as in boutmg.

An Ideal Individual Sport

Any normal, healthy girl can fence! A girl who has never found
satisfaction in team sports may realize in fencing an activity in which
she can find herself, with z. reasonable amount of practice, among
the best in her group. She may easily master the techniques neces-
sary to the sport, and can, at her own rate of speed, incorporate
these into hand-to-hand combat which provides exhilaration and
develops a will to win which is unparalleled in the individual sports
area.

The fencer will find satisfaction through successful manipulation
of body and foil in response to definite purpose-planning, calling for
split - second responses, rapid changes of pace, perfect body control.
She will find joy in the accomplishment of successful maneuvers
resulting in personal achievement against an adversary. She will find
self-motivation toward further practice of individual skills which will
increase the over-all skill of the fencer.

Fencing is surrounded by the spirit of clean sportsmanship, it
enhances honest effort to accomplish skill in an attempt to outwit
an opponent. it demands critical analysis of movement by the fencer
herself, who is self-testing during every encounter on the strip.

Beginners' Problems

The teacher of physical education will find that the beginning
class in fencing is completely hamogeneous as to background. In
many sports which are included in the majoiity of grade school, high
school, and college programs, a "beginning class" may include girls
who have never been exposed to the activity; 'hose who have had a
little experience with the skills involved; sonic who have had con-
siderable experience in the playing of the game. Within the group are
sonic with excellent body control, good coordination, and ease in
movement, others whose movement is awkward and limited. The
teacher is faced with a dual program, she must first teach the ability
to move freely and in co-ordinated manner and then teach the skillsof the sport.

The beginning student of fencing is typically lacking in a good
sense of Inning as related to fencing skills; she is lacking the ability
to move in purposeful and co-ordinated manner. She is fearful of
hand-to-hand combat, slow m reaction time, disinterested in

DON'T LET FENCING FOIL YOU! 13



"technique for technique's sake," tillable to judge distance, unable
to translate isolated techniques into movement patterns, lacking in
aggressiveness, and timid to exhibit a lack of natural ability.

Fencing Classes

A typical, mixed- motor - ability group of college students can learn
to fence reasonably well in 15 class periods. These class periods
should be devoted to the mastery, in reasonable degree, of specific
techniques, an understanding of the rules of fencing, a development
of techniques into movement-patterns which involve practice with
an advet ay, and finally, opportunity to fence in the bout.

Alth,,ugh there is a good argument against early bouting for
beginning fencers, who relinquish good form in favor of "winning
the touch," there should and can be developed a sufficient amount
of sound technique before bouting is begun to make the continued
practice of the best technique a necessity. When movement-patterns
accompany the learning of new techniques, the student of fencing
finds herself almost from the outset in a game-situation.

When a new technique is presented to the class, it should be
introduced in its final form. For example, the parry carte should be
learned and practiced as a defense against the thrust in carte. The
disengage should be taught and practiced in combination with the
counter-parry. The thrust and lunge should be practiced against the
target of the opponent, to include in the learning of the thrust and
lunge accuracy in the Judgment of distance and aim. Quick reaction
time becomes a necessity in the movement pattern; good results
demand complete familiarity with specific technique in order that
the pattern of movement becomes the technique.

In the accompanying chart is a series of lessons in beginning
fencing which include only certain elementary techniques directed
towaid the bout. The emphasis in this series is on the learning of
patterns involving one or more techniques so that the eventual
bouting is recognized as a continuation and improvement of elemen-
tary work involving elements which have been practiced in their final
form from the moment of the first, hesitant assumption of the
"on-guard" position

Fencing costs no more than other activities which are included in
most Physical Education 'Almeida. School -owned equipment will
insure enrollment in the sport and, with reasonable care, will last
several years.

Fencing is an ideal sport for extra-curricular emphasis in clubs,
intramural tournaments, and competition between schools. It has an
appeal which is unquestioned, and adds to the all around develop-
ment of the individual who must combine mental and physical
prowess to reach the goal of good fencing.
14 SELECTED FENCING ARTICLES
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Tha Elementary Foil Course
in the Physical Education Curriculum

JOSEPH A. MASTROPAOLO
California State College
Long Beach, California

Foil play can be a favorite recreation during and after school
years. The opportunities to fence can be many. Since only two are
required to play, the players may be of the same or opposite sex,
and the sport may be enjoyed m a relatively small space with in-
expensive facilities. In addition, fencing may be pursued as an
excellent physical conditioner with opportunities for individual and
team competition at many levels of proficiency. The subtleties of
"the noble art" have attracted, down through the centuries, those
seeking an intellectual as well as an athletic challenge. If one
considers an activity desirable to the extent that it is versatile in the
achievement of the worthwhile objectives of physical education,
then fencing should be considered a valuable area of learning.

The foil fencing course should provide sufficient activity to
develop in each student a high degree of physical fitness. This
implies a maximum of vigorous, total-class participation. In order to
make the activity interesting, and in order that learning may be
motivated, the lessons should be centered around the most pertinent
of achievable aims. Class organization should permit the optimum
operation of these aims.

The single-row formation is convenient for the warm-up, the
paried, double-row formation is convenient for review, for learning
new skills. and for fencing. The warm-up should be effected with
fencing fundamentals and without equipment. If little correction is
needed during the review, the cadence may be increased to achieve
greater physical conditioning. New skills may be presented by
explanation, demonstration, and the part-whole method.* The
fencing may be organized as a ladder tournament with a three-touch,
or one-minute, tune limit for each bout. At times, half-speed fencing
may be desirable to encourage proper execution of the newer skills.
longer phrasing, fuller lunging, delayed parrying, or unmediate
riposting.

*Roger Crosmer. Penang with the PM, London. Faber and Faber. 195 I,
p 19. !slink York A.S. Barnes and Company. 1948.
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The first meeting with the class is often spent in attending to
certain administrative details. In addition, sonic time may be spent
explaining equipment, safety measures, and the organization of the
course. Tue foil and spare bkide, mask, and fencing jacket are usually
considered minimum equipment requirements. Shorts, divided skirts,
or trousers should furnish protection at least as low as the knee and
at least five mei- s above the lower border of the fencing jacket. A
glove may be improvised but should cover the opening to the sleeve.
Tennis shoes provide adequate footgear, The uniform is usually
white.

Fencing accidents are rare because the following safety rules are
stricdy enforced: The donning of the mask always precedes the use
of the foil. The foil button must have a protective covermb, the foil
blade must be curved slightly downward, and a martingale must
insure the attachment of the foil to the fencer's hand. As soon as
striking has been taught, the fencer must learn to give way upward at
the wrist and shoulder to avoid breaking the blade when distances
are unexpectedly shortened,

The second class meeting should mark the beginning of
instruction in fundamentals and tactics. Soon afterward, a start
should be made in fencing and officiating. Sportsmanship should be
taught to insure the courteous atmosphere meant to be observed
between the traditional salute which s is the fencing bout and the
traditional salute and handshake which end it.

The fundamentals that may be included in the elementary foil
course are: the preparatory position to the salute, the salute, the
on-guard; the two appeals and reassembly; the advance; the retreat:
the lunge and straight attack; the recovery from the lunge, the
coupling of the lunge to the advance or to the retreat, the engage-
ments of four and six; the changing of the engagement; the parries of
four and six and their counter- parries; the attacks by disengage,
cut-over, and counter-disengage and their combination; the im-
mediate repostes by straight thrust, disengage, cut -over, and
counter-disengage and their combination with the lunge; the prepara-
tions for the attack by beat, change-beat, pressure, and bind.

Tactical theory should be taught with the skill. The advantages of
an on-guard with one line closed should be understood. When
fencers engage blades they should realize that at least one of them is
uncovered in the line of the engagement. If 'he adversary can be
uncovered in the line of the engagement, he may be touched by a
direct attack if this attack is launched as the line is being opened. In
fact, the ideal line to attack is not the one that is open but rather,
the one that is opening. The fencer should be taught to find the
predictable event and to turn this event to advantage. At the same
time, he should learn to vary his own strokes.
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The nature of the fencing bout may be quite different from class
instruction for the a_tversary is no longer cooperative nor may he be
as pmlictable. It is important that the fencer experience these
differences early, and that he look upon each fencing bout as a
Icsson. The purposes of each of these lessons will be more under-
standable if the fencer sharpens his powers of observation to
implement the analytical habit. Only from a sound understanding of
the fencing bout can valid and reliable answe.s be found to build
not only the good fencer but also the competent official,

The primary official. the director, or president, of the jury. mu .1
conduct himself. ,luring the fencing bout, with at least as much skill
and decision as the contestants. The director responsible for
conducting the fencing bout so that the true score of the encounter
vial be recorded. In his charge arc the fencers and the judges. In
order to have recorded each touch, he must properly start and stop
the contestants, reconstruct the pertinent events, interpret the rules,
poll the pry, and vote. Like the fencers. the officials must study
and practice to become consistently excellent*, and must be
introduced early to the peculiarities of the fencing bout. If the
culminating activity of the elementary foil course is a class or inter-
class tournament, then the class members should recogni/e that the
realliation of the tournament will involve a minimum of pare and a
half officials per contestant or, more ideally, two and a hal. officials
per contestant for each fencing bout.

The lessons may be arranged in the form of units. A unit is

designed to treat an area of instruction rather than a given time
interval. Sonic examples of units for an elemental.) foil course
follow.

Unit 1. The aim is to learn the parts of the foil, the starting
position (on guard), the etiquette of the foil bout, and the extent of
the valid target. The length of the foil must be less than forty-three
and one-quarter inches and the length of the foil blade must be less
than thirty-five and three-eighths inches. The blunted extremity of
the foil blade is called the button and may be covered with narrow
strips of adhesive tape. Proceeding from the button, the first thud of
the blade is called the weak, the second third, the medium, and the
last third, the strong. The tang of the blade passes through the guard
and handle. The pommel serves to hold together and to give proper
balance to the foil. The foil is held with the second phalanx of the
index finger close to the guard underneath, with the thumb
exten6,,i1 above, and with the other lingers joined and coiled about
the handle. The foil, hand, and forearm arc aligned. The preparatory
position for the salute is taken when the fencer presents himself on
the strip for a fencing bout. This is an erect position with the feet at
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right angles, heels touching, and the foil and forearm and arm are
aligned with the point of the fort in front and about ten inches from
the strip. The mask is held erect at the side by the rear hand. When
the director calls, "On guard", the fencer should salute his adversary
by bringing the guard of the foil beneath the chin, the blade and
forearm vertical, and the palm toward the neck. The second count of
the salute is executed by turning the palm away from the neck and
briskly wlupping the foil to the preparatory position for the salute.
When the director calls "Ready' ", the fencer should don his mask,
take the on gusird, and reply, "Ready." When the last touch has been
scored the fencer returns to the on guard, gives two appeals (two
taps) with the forward foot and reassembles. The reassembly is like
the preparatory position to the salute except that the mask is on,
and the foil, forearm, and arm are aligned about 60 degrees above
the horizontal. Next the mask is removed with the rear hand, the
fencer salutes the adversary, the director and Jury, places his foil in
the hand that holds his mask, and steps forward to shake his adver-
sary's hand. A sequence may be practiced by giving instructions such
as prepare to salute, salute, on guard, two appeals, reassemble,
salute.

The foil target for ladies extends from the top of the collar to a
horizontal line passing acorss the tops of the hip bones. The target
excludes the arms up to the shoulders. It includes the bib of the
mask.

Unit II. The aim of the second unit is to practice taking the on
guard and to learn the advance and the retreat. The class should be
given practice in taking the on guard decisively in one count. Sonic
tin. e should be spent indicating the purpose of the on guard, the
position from which the fencer must be prepared to launch most
effectively movements which are preparatory or which are im-
mediately offensive or defensive, Periection of the on guard is the
perfection of the basis of most fencing movements. After the
advance and retreat are taught, practice should be given in various
combinations of advances and retreats with frequent evaluations of
the on guard after any sequence.

Unit III. The aim of this unit is to learn to strike the target with
the foil. The Class may be arranged in pairs in two rows, one called
A and one B. The distance between pairs for the first part of this
unit should be such that A can touch B merely by extending the foil
arm. The foil point should be directed to target level by the thumb
and the index finger. This may be called aiming. Then the foil arm
should be extended and the foil point should strike the target at the
point of aim. This second movement may be called striking.
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Subsequent practice may be given first by the instructions "Ann,"
and "Strike." then just by the instruction "Strike." Striking the
adversary's target merely by extending the foil arm is most common
as a riposte. The instructor should keep in mind that since the attack
usually terminates with the lunge, the target for the riposte will be
lower than the target of the fencer on guard. Therefore, after lunging
has been taught, the riposte situation should be reconstructed with
the offensive fencers in the lunge.

Extending the foil arm, as in striking from arm's length, is part of
the movement called the lunge, the next movement studied in the
striking progression. The rest of the lurk involves extending the rear
lower limb, extending and lowering the rear upper limb, and dis-
placing forward the forward lower limb. At first, the students may
be instructed to remain in the lunge so that their form may be
corrected by the instructor. When this is no longer Important, the
students should be instructed to begin the recovery from the lunge
as soon as the forward foot makes contact with the ground. The
beginner should practice returning quickly to the on guard in order
that he may have, subsequently, the widest choice and best
execution of fencing movements.

Unit IV. The arm of this unit is to learn the purposes and uses of
the engagement and the parry. The concepts of basic offense and
basic defense are built in this unit. The engagement should be
defined as the contact of the fencer's blade with his adversary's
blade, or the act of making such contact. The paramount observa-
tion should be that, when engaged, at least one fencer's target is
uncocred in the line of the engagement. In other words, if the
fencer, who is uncovered in the line of the engagement, does not
adjust, he may be struck by an adversary who merely utilizes the
simple lunge to attack. The same is true it the fencer is covered but
then becomes uncovered as his adversary covers. In either event, the
adjustment is merely to cover the line of the engagement P. (lie
adversary lunges, thus deflecting the threatening foil pr,* from the
target. Thus, we match the simplest parry against the simplest
attack. however, when the class is organized for practice, one may
that that a good procedure is to advise the parrying fencer not to
parry once in a while, and to notice whether the attack scores on the
target. Parry practice is valuable only against attacks that arc meant
to score.

Unit V. Pile aim of this unit is to learn the purpose and technique
of reposting. The riposte is the offensive movement that follows a
parry. The student should understand that, once Linde' attack, the
riposte is usually the first opportunity to score, The grave tn1stake
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common to beginners is to parry and not to riposte immediately.
fins mistake encourages multiple renewals of the offensive on the
part of the adversary, in nun foicing multiple parrying on the part
of the beginner, and the game loses its intended nature of linking
offensive units to defensive and counter-offensive units. The attacker
should be advised to remain in the covered position from which the
attack began and that no adjustment should be made, once his
adversary has parried. This permits unobstructed riposting and will
be helpful to the attacker, too, since upon being parried there will be
one obvious and most direct avenue for the riposte. Ile should learn
early that a situation which can be anticipated with high reliability
can be tinned to scoring advantage.

At first, the attacker should remain to the lunge so that the
defender's riposte may be practiced merely by extending the foil
arm. Later, the attacker should practice a quick return to the on
guard so that the riposte must be given with the lunge. To tram the
proper sequence of movement for the riposte subsequent practice
may be orgamied so that the attacker will choose at random either
to remain in the lunge or to ieturn quickly to the on guard. Those
who begin the re poste with the lower Innbs instead of the foil arm
will soon disclose this fault.

Unit VI. The aim of this unit is to learn the strategy and
execution of other simple attacks and parries. To uncover the adver-
sary and to attack in the line in which engaged is too simple a
strategem to succeed very often. The adversar"'s inclination to cover
again the hue uncovered provides him with too natural and too fast a
response. Yet, this response to cover again can be turned to
advantage by disengaging of by cutting-over away from the line that
is closing to the line that is opening. To bolster the defense against
the developing offensive, the fencer should be taught at least the
straight and circular parries of four and six. The defender may add
even more variety to his defense by learning to parry at the last
instant as well as immediately. The attacker may be given more
latitude to prepare his attack by learning the change of engagement,
which uncovers the adversary without pushing on his blade. If the
defender continually replies by changing the engagement again, then
the attacker may turn this habit to advantage by following his next
change of engagement with a counter-disengage. Variety may be
added by 1)1,-tieing thes attacks and parries after an advance or a
retieal. In addition, combative exercises and fencing should be
initiated during this unit to perfect the attacks, parries and ripostes
under game conditions.

Unit VII. The aim of this unit is to learn the purpose and
technique of the indirect riposte. l'he strategy for the riposte by
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disengage, cut-over, or counter-disengage is the same as for the
attack with these movements. The offensive in the line of the
engagement is too easily anticipated. Learning to riposte indirectly
at arm's length can be facilitated by instructing the students to move
the point of the foil before the foil arm begins to extend. The
riposte by lunging may be executed like the attack by lunging.

Unit VIII. The aim of this unit is to learn the purpose and
technique of compound attacks. The fencer should understand that
the purpose of the compound attack is to gam time while pene-
trating the adversary's defenses. In other words, if the adversary
parries so quickly that he cannot be hit with simple attacks, then he
may be scored upon by deceiving his first parry with a compound
attack. If the adversary can be touched with simple attacks, there is
no need to employ compound attacks.

Compound attacks are not mastered easily by beginners. The
difficulty is focused on the mastering of a convincing feint and on
moving the foil point with precision at the Instant of the anticipated
parry. The concept of continual penetration can he given best by
first introducing the double from the engagement of six or the one -
two from the engagement of four. The double from the engageiwnt
of tour of the one-two from the engagement if six is of greater
difficulty. If time and skill permit, compound attacks utilizing the
cut-over may be taught. fhe scope of the defensive, in turn, may be
augmented by recommeinung the use of straight and circular parries
and otherwise avoiding any patterned defense.

Unit IX. The aim of this unit is to learn the purpose and
technique of selected preparations for attack. rhe preparation for
attack may be defined as any fencing movement which is not
immediately oftenswe. In this category are included the advance, the
feint, covering, and changing the engagement 1 o these skills the
instructor may add the beat and change-beat, which prepare well
against the fencer who does not firmly resist preparatory blade
movements. The pressure prepares well against the fencer who does
firmly resist preparatory blade movements. The bind prepares well
against the adversary who threatens often with the foil arm
extended.

Unit X. Hie aim of this unit is to learn fencing strategy and
officiating skills. Fad) fencer gains bouting expenencL by opposing a
variety of adversaries, and the beginner should be given the op-
portunity to develop his powers of Judgment and opportuneness
under diverse conditions. This, the impromptu ladder tournaments
held during the last few minutes of class should serve many
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purposes: they should provide for a large number of bouts of short
duration; they should incite both instructor and students to further
effort in more lessons and drill, and they should be a stimulating
climax to the class activities.

A culminating activity which can furnish learning experience in
strategy and in officiating is the class or interclass tournament. Time
permitting, the round robin tournament is preferable since it will
provide the greatest amount of such experience. In conjunction with
the tournament, a system for rating officials is usually fiund helpful.
The ratings tend to motivate the officials to greater proficiency
which in turn expedites match play. This also serves to generate
greater harmony and more enthusiasm. The culminating activity, in
any case, should be the highlight of the course for promoting
continued interest in the sport.
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Beginning Fencing Methods

DOROTHY QUISENBERRY
The Ohio State University

Columbus, Ohio

Fencing with power, grace, and beauty is an art and so is
teaching which utilizes simple and interesting methods.

In a beginning fencing course, in which sonic of the objectives are
skill, enjoyment, and recreational value, the instructor must add
variety to each lesson in order to stimulate interest and increase the
students' enjoyment of the sport. There are many ways in which this
may be accomplished and at the same time improve skill.

Teaching Techniques

Start with a demonstration. Give one for each new group of
students on el 'ler the first or second day of class. This enables the
student to see the end result of drills and practice and know from
t he beginning what they are trying to accomplish. The
demonstration should be performed by two women or a woman and
a nian so the students will get the idea of feminine grace and power.

rary drills. For warm-up and footwork drills, use both linear and
circular type formations. Organize students in three or four straight

all lines moving forward and backward in the same direction.
Place students in stagger formation, making maximum use of floor
space. Participants move forward or backward on command. Placestudents in a large circle, all move in toward the center and out
again. Place students in two opposing straight lines with each studentacross the area from the opponent Students move forward and
backward toward and away from each other. In the above forma-
tion, number opposing hoes numbers one and two. Give diecommands to line number one number two's must react with
opposite drill. For example, if line number one is told to advance,
number two's must retreat! This drill is not only stimulating and
fun, but calls for quick thinking and is sure to provide a few laughs.

Teach bout procedure. Do this early and zeview parts of foil, grip,
and on-guard position at the same Dine. Ilave students at opposite
sides of area and directly across from opponent. Each pair ofstudents will have its own "strip." Give the commands as ifactually directing a bout of only two persons. Students will take the
strip, salute, advance to center, come on guard at onguard lines. step
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back, and on the command "fence," will review parts of foil, grip,
and check opponent's on-guard position.

A void grueling drills. Students can enjoy simple fencing with a
minimum knowlcdge of attacks and defenses. Spice each day of class
with a period of actual "fencing," using new material and all skills
previously acquired.

Provide a question and answer period. Set aside few minutes of
each class for this period. Some students may have questions they
have not asked during drills or bouting. This also provides time for
rest.

Give the students information about local fencing clubs, organi-
zations, and tournaments, Ills points out the carry-over value of
fencing and stimulates real interest. Interject interesting bits of
historical background and customs.

Have a second demonstration. Do this during the third or fourth
week of the class. Make this demonstration le' 'er than the first one,
and let it be performed by either men or w .nen who are skilled.
Demonstrating different types of weapons will b:-.: good to introduce
at this time. Local organizations or experienced instructors may be
interested in comi" to the class, too. A good demonstration at this
time increases imaest, shows advanced skills 'And attacks, and
emphasizes the art of fencing.

Provide practice with different opponents during hne drills and
bouts. One simple method is to let students bout in a line for a
prescribed length ..,f time, blow a vnstle, and have one hne move
one space to the right. Students int:oduce themselves and go on
guard with the new opponent.

Give students an opportunity to recognize good and poor form.
Place them in groups of six or seven and let them rate each other in
the lunge position and as they advance and retreat. Participants may
simply correct each other's form or may use rating forms, with a
ten-point scale. Items on the scale might include such check points
as position of feet, position of legs, shoulder level, level of foil arm,
and uosition of back arm during lunge. Check points on advance and
retreat could include position of feet, distance of feet from each
other, smoothness of movement, position of arms, and position of
knees and of hips.

Get into the act. Occasiondly being a part of a line and working
with different students provides exercise and practice for the in-
structor, and is motivating and fun for the students.

Go into actual bouting procedwes when students seem ready joi
it. In an eight-week class, this may be the fourth, fifth, or sixth
week. In a semester class, the proper time for bouting may be
anywhere from the eighth week to the twelfth. A class tournament
at the end of the course is an excellent culminating activity.
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Remember your attitude. The attitude of the instructor can
contribute much toward making the class interesting, desirable, and
worthwhile. Enthusiasm is contagious.

In summary, for skill, variety, and enjoyment, teach to the stu-
dents' level of ability, and use ingenuity according to the needs of
the class. Fencing can be a challenging experience for both students
and instructor.
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Some Points for Fencing Instructors

JULIUS PALFFY-ALPAR
University ( 1 California,

BerkeIc:, California

Foil fencing instruction in high schools should not go beyond the
basic techniques. This means that emphasis should be placed on the
proper form and correct execution of basic moves. Once the correct
moves are learned, other practice drills may be introduced to
stimulate and maintain pupil interest while students practice the
basic skills. The following axe some of the drills which are of value in
developing proper vision, timing, guesswork, and footwork.

Vision is the most important sense to the fencer, particularly at
the beginning stages of learning. The fencer sees the rhovement of
the tip of the opponent's blade and also the movements of the
opponent's feet. In the former, he learns to react with the proper
parries or counter actions, and in the latter, to obtain and keep the
proper distance while fencing. Therefore, the field of vision must
include the hand- and the footwork of the opponent simultaneously.
Before learning the movements of the blade, the fencer must first
learn to maintain the proper distances with the blades engaged. A
drill for practicing the maintaining of distance has one fencer
regulate the mo.rement by advancing and retreating. The other
fencer must make the appropriate moves (advance or retreat) to
maintain distance without losing the engagement of blades. The drill
should be performed slowly at first, then speeded up as fencers learn
to react faster. At a more advanced level, both fencers are on their
own, and each one must watch and react to the moves of the other
fencer. Thus the fencer learns to move cautiously forward and to
react quickly with a backward movement as the opponent advances.

In the above drills, tuninu should be involved from the beginning,
While practicing the maintaining of distance, the fencer regulating
the pace suddenly breaks the engagement of the blades. Immediately
the opponent should seize the opportunity to hit with a thrust and a
hinge.

A series of exercises may be used to develop the simultaneous use
of the senses of touch, vision, and tuning. First the instructor
engages the pupil's blade, and after a few seconds he changes engage-
ment to the opposite side of the blade. The pupil tries to avoid the
change of engagement by making an evasive thrust. After the pupil
has learned which way to move to make the evasive thrust, the
instructor has the pupil close his eyes and try to make the evasive
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thrust with eyes sht.t, relying only on the sense of touch in his foil
hand. After learning to perform the exercise with the eyes shut, he
again practices with the eyes open. The evasion of the change of
engagement, using both the sense of touch and vision, should be
easier. To develop this exercise further, the instructor can regulate
distance and make a change of engagement at will. The pupil must
then maintain distance as well as seize the proper moment for the
evasive thrust. In another exercise the instructor can constantly
change engagement, and the pupil must choose the one he wishes to
avoid by making a lunge with an evasive thrust.

In defense of a parry-riposte, the above type of exercise can be
used as follows. The pupil makes a disengage thrust of the mstruc-
Wr's sixte engagement; the instructor parries with counter sixte and
ripostes either along the blade or with a disengage. The pupil reacts
either by opposing the thrust in sixte or by parrying quarte (or
octave). Now the instructor has the pupil close his eyes and try to
find the proper parry using only his sense of touch (feeling the
pressure on the blade or the break of engagement). The instructor
then has the pupil practice again with the eyes open. The pupil
should have more success with the parry.

Another exercise which helps to refine timing is as follows: The
pupil holds his blade in line with the arm extended. The instructor
tries to engage the blade first with simple, then later with semi-
circular and circular movements. The pupil tries to move the tip of
his blade (with the use of the thumb and forefinger) to the opposite
side to avoid the engagement. After this can be performed well, the
maintaining of distance can be added, and the pupil can lunge with
an evasive thrust when he desires.

The giasswork involved in fencing can be introduced with a
simple exercise. One fencer is the attacker, the other the defender.
The defender is placed at the wall so that he cannot retreat. The
fencers should be within good lunging distance. The defender
engages the attacker's blade moving into sixte. The attacker may
make a simple disengage or a one-two attack. If the defender guesses
that the attack will be disengage he parries quarte. If he guesses
that the attack will be a one-two he stays in sixte thereby blocking
the final move of the attack. The attacker executes five attacks and
counts tne hits, and the defender counts the number of successful
parries. They then change places for another five attacks. The fencer
with the higher score in the end wins. Each fencer tries to guess what
his opponent will do and selects the best move accordingly.

The above exercises and drills will add color to the teaching of
fencing, increase pupil interest, and act as an incentive for pupils to
practice until they attain success in the exercises.
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Suggestions for Group Instruction
in Beginning Fencing

KATHRYN A RN ETT
401 Lafayette Towers West,

Detroit, Michigan

The definition given m the "Fncyclonedia of Sports" stat,!s that,
"Fencing is an art and an education, a sport with a lure peculiarly its
own. Backed by four centuries of tradition, idealized in prose and
poetry, skill in swordsmanship is universally admired. Fencers
exemplify a quality so few possess poise" (Camillo Agrippa
1553). Also, "Fencing always has been and always will b enjoyed
by a highly intelligent minority: those possessing the moral courage,
the self discipline, the quiet determination required to become
proficient in a sport that calls for the highly perfected technique of
the golfer, the explosive energy of a sprinter, and the split- second
decisions demanded of the boxer and the tennis player. It demands
greater powers of analysis than any other sport."

To th,r layman fencing seems to be complicated. It takes longer
lor the individual to reach the "playing stage" than in any other
sport. lf, however, we can get the student through the basic
technique, developing the correct habit patterns (based on the
principles of physics), we can offer a sport which is a challenge to
the intelligence and a recreation.

As a group activity, class instruction in foil fenc,-e may be
presented in such a fashion that both the student's almost universal
desire to "fight with swords" and the teacher's need to develop
orthodox movements are met. The actual time covered m this out-
line was 14 clock hours and the average size section handled
was 24 students Allowing a slight variation for age dif-
ferences, this method has been successfully introduced to students
of all ages from five year olds to adult business men and women.

I) The foil is held as if shaking hands with it (thumb on top of
handle at all times) with the same amount of pressure used m
holding a small bird, firm but not rigid. Ilave students line up facing
the side of the room standing with the feet a comfortable distance
apart (one and one half lengths of the fencer's foot) with their
weight balanced on both legs. Then pivot on the right heel without
turning the body so that the right foot makes a ninety degree angle
with the left. (Instructions are given for right handers, left handers
substitute left for right and vice versa.)
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Raise both arms straight out at shoulder level, bend the right
elbow back toward the body so f!tat it is approximately six inches.
or a handspan, from the rib... The hand is midway between the
shoulder and the hip with the tip of the weapon aiming at the
opponent's eyes. The head is turned to the right (every shoulder)
and remains straight. The left arm is bent so that the upper arm is
horizontal, the forearm perpendicular to the shoulder and the wrist
is broken with the fingers pointing toward the head. The knees are
bent so that they are over the insteps of the feet. This is called the
"on guard" position and is taken by the fencer to assure the greatest
efficiency of movement while presenting the smallest target. In the
beginning it is a strain to stay on guard for any length of time but
the students gradually become accustomed to it.

2) The primary method of attacking an opponent is by the use of
the lunge. In teaching the lunge, teach the recovery (back to an on
guard) at the same time as the fencer must be prepared to avoid a
return hit in case his thrust does not land.

To evetute the lunge; 1st, extend the right arm
2nd, brush kick off the floor with right foot

landing on the right heel stretching one's self out to the fullest
extent with the left foot remaining flat on the floor. Simultan-
eously the left arm goes back from the elbow to assist in
maintaining balan,.
To recover to the .ot guard; 1st, bring right elbow back toward
body preparatory to meet opponent's return blow if one is given.

2nd, push with the right leg and pull with
the left kg returning to former on guard position.
A good way for a class to practice the lunge is to divide the class

un half, having one half of the class on guard at a lunging distance
from the wall. The partner holds a glove high against the wall. When
the command go is given the glove is dropped and the fencer hinges
out and tries to pin the glove to the wall. This improves Judgment of
distance, speed, coordination of ear, eye, nerve and muscle.

3) Additional footwork. (The instructor should learn to give
students clear, authoritative commands. Then the class becomes
accustomed to executing controlled movements so that when placed
on its own the new omuscular pattern of coordination has already
been formed.)

Advance. Step forward (approximately 12 inches) in an on
guard position to gain ground. Right foot steps forward followed by
the !eft foot.

Retreat: The reverse of the advance. Ilere the back foot moves
back first and the front foot follows.

Double lunge: In a lunge the fencer slips left foot up the neces-
sary distance and straightens left leg while right foot advances again,
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This is used when fencer has misjudged the lunging distance or the
opponent has retreated as the lunge was made.

4) In teaching blade work have the class form in two rows facing
each other. Have one row take "Position of Attention." Here the
body is turned sideways, heels together at a ninety degree angle with
right foot pointing straight ahead toward the other fencer and the
foil pointing down toward the floor with the elbow extended. The
opposing row assumes the on guard position and to the commands
extends arm and lunges, hitting partner's body.

The commands are alternated for the two rows. It is also a good
idea to have the rows rotate so that the students are not always
working with the same partner.

A simple method of instructing a class to understand the right
hand or sixth position is to make them stand with the back against
the wall, The back of the hand, the back of the arm and the back of
the shoulders flat against the wall assures them of their guard being
closed. To teach the fourth guard, about face and 1..ve the class lean
chest against the wall with the hand and foil in line with the wall. By
dropping the blade into the low line, sixth becomes eighth and
fourth becomes seventh. Tell the students to imagine that their
fencing is done in a narrow corridor just broad enough for their
body in an on guard position.

5) Crossing of the blades: The two blades are in contact with each
other back to back (i.e. back of hand side of blade) in sixth position.

The pommel of the foil rests in the center of the forearm, held
lightly against the wrist, Every time the pommel is moved the tip of
the foil moves also. One inch at the pommel means three inches at
the tip.

6) A simple disengage awl ,,inge attack, a "one": Both rows are
on guard will, blades crosses ek sides. Row A disengages point
of blade by dropping the tip ,he other foil enough to clear the
blade. The blade comes up on pal., side, she extends and lunges.

7) Defensive movement agaiast a simple disengage and lunge.
When Row A attacks with a simple disengage and lunge, Row B
moves the foil in a horizontal line approximately three inches to the
left side. Row B then releases A's blade and extends her foil to hit
A's body in a movement called a riposte.

The defense used against the "one" is called a fourth (quarte)
parry: Fencer is actually moving over to the fourth guard.

8) The "one, two": Row A disengages and extends arm, slaps her
foot and drops the tip of the foil at the same time. "I Ins last
enables her to evade the parry which B executes as soon as the foot
is slapped. A comes right up agaii with the tip of her foil and lunges.

9) Row A, "one, two" as in #8.
Row B, some of the time parries only the "one" and sonic of the

time parries both the "one" and the "two." In making a riposte after
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the second parry the hit should land over the arm into the bib or
neck.

10) The "one, two, three".
Row A Disengage and extend blade, slap the foot and drop the

tip of the blade.
Row B. Parry to the left.
Row A. Conic up with tip, slap foot with another dropping of the
>lade.
tow B: Parry back automatically or with A's second foot slap.
tow A: Come back up in line and lunge.
1) The "one, two, three" continued.

tow A. Disengage and extend, slap the foot.
tow 13. Parry to the left and back to the right as rapidly

possible.
Row A: Move tip down and up twice, fast enough so as to avoid

B's parries and lunge.
12) Row A: Attack with a "one," a "one, two," or a "one, two,

three," making up mind before starting which of the three move-
ments it is to be so as to be prepared to avoid B's palms.

13) Start class off every day by review of previous steps.
14) Counter parry The code or counter parry does not involve a

change of guard (i.e. the hand does not move to the left). It is very
useful against an opponent's "one, two's" and "one, two, three's"
since the circle picks up the "one" immediately. Possible offense
against a counter parry is a double.

Row A. Attack with a simple disengage and lunge.
Row B: Parry this by dropping the point of the blade under A's

(down to partner's knee without lowering the hand) man under
and around A's blade in a clockwise circle. This takes the ittacher's
blade out to the closed sixth line.

15) Double Row A. Disengage and extend the blade, slap the
foot and as Row B parries a counter by dropping her blade tip and
conies up to pick up the blade, go around the back side and under
her blade with a small clockwise circle Just enough to dear her blade
and lunge.

Force Attacks
16) The glide and the giaie: These movements are identical

except that more force is used with the grace. Which is used depends
on the other fencer's guard.

a) If guard is wide open, use neither, simply extend and kilo!.
b) If guard is partially open, extend right arm, smoothly slide

Own bhde straight ahead and lunge.
c) If guard is closed, extend right arm and with the lunge break

the wrist to the right enough to force the other blade over.
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17) Reacting and yielding: When force is used on a fencer's blade
she will either yield to the force (remain passive) or immediately
force back (resist). A trained fencer learns to do both so that her
opponent cannot anticipate which she will do. Beginners havt! a
tendency' to yield in class and react in competition.

18) Graze disengage and lunge:
Row A. Extend on partner's blade and slap foot at the same time.
Row B: React by pushing own foil back into line.
Row A: Disengage and hinge.
19) Row A: Use any of predescribed attacks. Omit the slap of

the foot.
Row B: Parry and riposte, do not allow attack to land if possible.
20) Press and lunge direct: Blades remain in contact while

attacker relaxes grip on her own foil and gives a short quick push
releasing immediately so her own blade stays in line. As opponent's
blade goes out of line extend arm and lunge immediately.

21) Press disengage and lunge: As in zt-20 push blade but remain
in contact and as opponent returns the push, disengage and lunge.

22) Beat: Take own blade approximately six inches away from
opponent's, relax grip on foil, then tighten it bringing the foil up
against opponent's at the same time knocking it to the side. Keep
own blade in line, extend and lunge.

23) Disengage, beat and lunge.
24) Practice bouts: Ilave each student in the class fence one

practice bout for four touclws of less if time is limited. Have the
instructor signify who is to be the attacker and who is to defend.

25) Parrying of opponent's riposte.
Disengage riposte: Following a parry, immediately disengage and

riposte.
26) Practice outside of class. Formation of a student's fencing

dub where the beginners may have a chance to fence with the mole
experienced fencers.

27) We hve in a competitive world and the individual satisfaction
derived from scoring a touch on another fencer by using the
technique and strategy learned has a Minns, value m the learning
process. The physical and mental exercise serves as a valve releasing
pent up emotion and nervous energy. The ability' to rapidly
command and to follow through by executing the desired movement
is the essence of education.
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Consideration of the Individual Fencer
in Class Instruction

CLARA B. HADJIMARKOS
4400 S.W. Idaho Drive

Portland, Oregon

College classes in physical education offer a fine opportunity to
teach fencing with an emphasis on the individual. The enthusiastic
desire to learn to fence that the absolute beginner brings to her first
class in fencing is, perhaps, the teacher's greatest challenge. To
preserve this enthusiasm, to build on it. and to keep the novice
interested during the mental and physical discipline required in the
course of the first few weeks of fencing, needs understanding both
of the sport and of the individual.

As in all instruction, not only is each fencing class different, but
each individual is also unique. To meet the needs of each individual,
t he instructor has to expend considerable personal energy,
particularly when introducing any new parry or attack. But the
rewards for this are great in terms of the progress the class makes as
a whole.

In addition to presenting basic skills and techniques, the teacher
will find that certam situations are common to every beginning and
intermediate fencing class. Some of these are: the beginner's fear of
being touched with a foil, hesitancy to touch an opponent, shrinking
of the bodl as the fencer parries, inability of the student to phrase
or lack of continuity in fencing, and the student's need for help in
fencing strategy.

As an aid in giving, the beginner confidence, it is quite helpful to
present the parries of quarte and sme, with their ripostes, im-
mediately after presenting the guard position, advance, ietreat,
lunge, and recovery. Since the lunge, when properly executed,
includes straightened arms, the novice has automatically learned the
simplest of the attacks the straight thrust. Timing, speed, and the
use of the straight thrust in bolding will, of course, come later.
Before any attack is made against any beginner in class fencing, it
has proved helpful to teach a defensive action. Presentation of the
parries, or any new skill should not 1w hurried. Veibal description,
demonstration, personal checking of each beginner's
and testing for success of the pally should be done below ti.'
beginners are allowed to continue with repeated plat,tne of the no%
sk ill.
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To check the success of the parry, the instructor can lunge re-
peatedly with a straight thrust in the line which the student is
teaming to defend. Thus, only that attack which the novice knows is
used against her. With each parry made, suggestions may be given to
improve the movement. Try not to leave any beginner until she has
been comi 'etely successful at least two or three times in the new
skill. It might also be mentioned that those students who are waiting
to be checked will be observing every detail of the instructor's guard
position, her lunge, thrust, and recovery. Each must be executt J in
perfect form, for the fencer's first learning seems to involve in,11
mimicry the understanding for each action in some cases col e:,
later.

Although this seems to be a time consuming process, if the verbal
description and demonstration have been carefully made in pei feet
detail, the actual time the instructor spends with each student is very
short. Ilowevcr, the number of lunges involved in checking a class of
14 to 20 requires a tremendous expenditure of energy. It is obvious.
therefore, that the teacher should be a skillful fencer, or have lunged
enough in advance to condition her legs to be able to do the work
without any loss of form because of fatigue. It is also helpful if the
instructor (right-handed) places herself at the extreme right of one
of the lines of fencers when it becomes necessary to work with one
student while the class is working in pairs. From this position it is
possible to have the entire class within her vision.

It might be added that any new parry or attack, however simple
or advanced, may be effectively presented by this same method of
verbal description, demonstration, checking and testing.

With but one attack and one parry that have been practiced
enough so the beginners have mastered them reasonably well, the
novices are in a position to put on their masks, check their plastrons
to see that they give maximum protection at the neck, and to come
on guard opposite a partner. This is a moment that usually should be
treated with high, good humor to capitalize on the spirit that each
beginner brought with her to "sword fight" her opponent. After the
initial flurry and laughter, one line may be designated as number
ones and the other as number twos. It seems to produce greatest
results if the class as a whole works under command. Upon com-
mand, one line takes the attack, the other lets her hit. This facing of
partners will, of course, bring up the matters of engaging blades,
Imes of engagement, distance, review of the target, the elements of
the lunge. and the attack. The parry is added after the attackers have
executed the thrust successfully. Although the attack and parry are
simple ones it will take time to perfect them, for the novice must
incorporate all the elements of fencing thus far learned.

The instructor should be on the alert to intervene immediately in
any twosome where a beginner is either afraid to hit or to be hit.
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For the girl who is afraid to touch her opponent, the instructor
can help her overcome this fear by lunging against her, setting the
foil tip lightly but firmly against the target. The knowledge that the
touch is so lightly felt will, in most cases, remove the concern. The
fencer should also lunge against the teacher a number of times to
gain assurance that she will not hurt her opponent. Reminding the
attacker that the tip of the foil lands lightly when the straightened
arm is moved in by the legs as she lunges, will help the beginner to
differentiate between jabbing and executing an attack that lands
lightly under perfect control. Also, the teacher can reassure the
beginner that her opponent is in a position to defend herself at any
time by merely moving her foil into the line of the attack and
parrying her out. A few moments spent at the time of the very first
attack with the hesitant attacker will, as a rule, overcome her dislike
of hitting her opponent. In the experience, of the author this
problem is more prevalent in girls' than in boys' classes,

For the beginner who is afraid to be touched, she nu.st first be
given confidence in her ability to defend herself. It usually helps if
the instructor makes straight thrust attacks against the fearful
defender. The thrust must be timed so the beginner is completely
successful in the defense. It also often helps the new fencer to be
reminded that, once having parried, she is in a position to attack
with a riposte. Having successfully parried and riposted, the student
is then ready to take the attack against the instructor. Doing this,
she will gain further assurance that, although touches land, no one
will be hurt. When the student has thus been reassured, the teacher
may resume lunging with a straight thrust, asking the beginner to
allow her to hit. At no tune should the student be startled with a
quick action or be tut without warning. Once a touch has been made
against her, touch her again and again. Let her defend herself with a
parry, let her allow herself to be hit. The time spent with the fencer
who is afraid of being hit will, in general, have to be longer than that
spent to reassure the novice who hesitates to attack. For the fearful
student the retreat may also be incorporated into the defense at this
time. Ile 1p her to realize that her foil, properly used, is a perfect
weapon to give a complete defense against any attack, but that a
sma:I retreat which does not remove her too far to affect the riposte
touch can also be very effectively employed. The retreat, with the
parry, will usually stop the tendency of the fencer to shrink as she
parries. In other words, it may be necessary to present some
techniques to an individual fencer, prior to presenting them to the
entire class, if this will give her confidence. Sonic timid beginners
become expert fencers. If their needs are met with ingenuity and
patience the reward can be great indeed.

After fencers have reasonable command of the three simple
attacks, the parries of quarte and sixte as well as their Lomita move-
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ments. the riposte, the one-two, the general principle of the use of
the feint, and perhaps the parry of seconde, they are ready to get the
feeling of continuity in their fencing. It would be incorrect to give
the impression that all class members will have the same degree of
ability in all skills and techniques. There may. in fact, be wide varia-
tion, despite the individual attention that has been given.

Phrasing in fencing is partly a state of mind. It is usually easier for
the more aggressive fencer to develop a sense of phrasing than it is for
the one who prefers to defend. But, of course, both are involved if a
phrase is to materialize. A combination of attack and defense that
has been particularly successful in the author's classes begins with a
cut-over feint into sixte, followed by an attack in seconde. The
defender parries six te and seconde, riposting in seconde. The
attacker parries the riposte with a seconde parry and counter
ripostes. the exchange in the low line continuing until one of the
fencers can command her toil to make a disengagement attack from
the low to the high outside line. When the exchange in the low lines
is very rapid, it takes mental discipline to break the reflex action and
change the direction of the attack. This is true, of course, when an
exchange is taking place in any line.

The method used to teach the above combination Involves
description, demonstration, and when a couple is having difficulty,
personal assistance by the instructor. After the fencers know what
they arc to do through demonstration, they are lined up in two
rows. They are asked to engage in the line of quarte and number
ones are directed to attack, number twos will not defend. After
three successful touches have licln made with the cutover attack,
number twos are asked to parry the attack. This will be a parry of
sixte. When the attackers have been parried successfully three times,
they are now ready to use the cut-over as a feint and to disengage
attack in the low, outside line. The defenders will continue to parry
only sixte or, in other words, to parry the feint. Remind the
attackers that the feint must be made in such a way as to draw the
pairy or it is not serving its purpose. The disengagement following
the feint must then be timed to the parry. At the moment of the
beginning of the parry is the instant when the disengagement should
be executed. After the attackers have successfully touched their
opponents three times in the outside low line, number twos are
asked to add the parry of seconde. This will be repeated until the
low line parry is effective at least three times. Number twos will then
add the straight thrust riposte into their partner's outside low line.
After three successful ripostes, number ones will parry the riposte.
The final step in the exchange comes with a disengagement counter-
riposte by number ones to land a touch in the high outside line. The
gradual build-up of this series of movements may be applied to any
combination that the instructor wishes to use.
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Another fine combination involves an initial one-two attack. The
feint is parried with a simple movement, the attack with a counter
movement. A straight thrust riposte is added. This is parried and a
counter-riposte is attempted. The counter-riposte is parried to be
followed by a disengagement attack into the opposite high line. At
the moment of the counter parry of the initial attack, the defender
makes a small retreat. This gives her the advantage of a moment of
time and a bit of distance as 00 counter parries. It also prevents the
pulling back of the shoulder as tile parry is executed.

f hese continuous action drills are easier for the students to asso-
ciate with the at,tual bout than the attacks and parries learned
separately. It is axiomatic, however, that the basic skills of the guard
position, the advance, retreat, lunge, recovery, parries, and the three
simple attacks must be well under command before the students are
ready to smoothly execute a series of movements.

Phrasing, of course, involves much more than a planned attack
and an exchange of ripostes. Once an attack is started. the aggressor
should have in mind that she can redouble, remise, or renew the
attack if the defender does not immediately riposte. The remise is
perhaps attempted more often than the redoublement or renewal of
the attack. Used judiciously the rt,mise can be a clever Mean:, of
scoring, but used indiscrinnnately it can become a bad habit.

For fencers to acquire a sense of the renewal of the attack. have
them work in pairs with one retreating out of distance as the attack
is parried. The attacker will recover forward from the lunge and
immediately lunge again. The fencers will thus work across the floor
with one person repeatedly lunging, always making a sincere attempt
to touch the opponent. When the opposite wall is reached the
defender will take the attack, the pair moving back across the room.
On the second time across, add the riposte following the sut,cessful
parry, then the counter riposte. The ability to phrase will come with
continued practice. The foil wielders will begin to have the feeling of
what fencing is with the beginning of phrasing. Also, at tins point
the realm of strategy begins to open for the student.

Long before fencers are ready for phrasing and are able to use
strategy, it is important that they be allowed to bout, The exertian
and time required to become facile may well be too great for some
who would become excellent fencers, if their enthusiasm had not
been dampened by a lack of enjoyment to season the hard work of
It:inning. Some poor control, poor judgment, some loss of form are
all insignificant compared with the loss of a potential fencer because
It has been all work and no play.

Fencing games add much spirit and enjoyment to class
instruction. The complete informality of some games provide respite
from the rigors or precision requaed in pert ecting fencing skills. One
simple game that never fails to delight is a free-for-all. One person is
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in the middle of the gymnasium, the other fencers are dispersed

about the room, none of them in pairs. At the signal, "fence." any
student may move to fence with any other student. One touch
eliminates a fencer. No fencers need remain with a partner until one
is touched, but may instead break away to intervene in other bouts

or touch other fencers on the back. The last person to remain un-

touched wins, and takes her place in the center to again signal
"Fence!"

In conclusion, although the instructor's presentation of fencing is
through the ck'$s medium, she in no way is limited to mass presenta-
tion of skills. All of the problems that arise in private lessons will be

present in a class of fencers, yet they can be handled quite effective-

ly if care and patience are given at the time of introduction of each
new skill and technique. Also, the small amount of time devoted by

the instructor to each individual fencer to test her knowledge and

ability at the initial presentation of parries and attacks will, to a very
great extent, prevent serious difficulties from arising later. for the
fencer's basic skills will be sound. The work, flavored with the salt of

play, will be rewarding for the fencers as well as for the instructor.
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Maintaining the Interest of the
Experienced Fencer

BARBARA BAXTER PILLINGER
'University of Wisconsin

Madison, Wisconsin

"today's student desires perfection! Whether it is called "mastery"
(Marie Johoda), "competence ' (Robert White), or "achievement"
(David McClelland), that desire is still present in each individual with
whom we colite in contact in our teaching. Our task is to kindle this
inherent desire for perfection, specifically in the art and sport of
fencing, and to keep the spark burning. The "feminine type" of girl
may be attracted to the aesthetic quality of fencing, to its grace and
beauty. The "Intellectual type" may become intrigued by the fun of
trying to outwit one's opponent through the agility of mind and
body. The "All -American" girl may enjoy the action, excitement,
and competitiveness of this activity. All three types can learn to
appreciate and enjoy those qualities as they relate to the individual
and to fencing. All of these girls want perfection!

Naturally we all hope that our beginning students will like fencing
well enough to continue their participation beyond their first class
experience. At the same time, we must provide actual opportunities
so that continued participation is possible intermediate or
advanced classes, clubs, clinics, ultra murals, extramurals, etc.
Whereas the beginning class in fencing tends to resemble a large
lecture survey course, a seminar approach is more appropriate for
experienced fencers. this concept can be illustrated as follows:

4 signmaiwwO.

Fencing

Nimillesnme4
Instructor Fencer

THE BEGINNING FENCER

Instructor Fencer

THE EXPERIENCED FENCER
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The instructor imparts basic knowledge to the beginning fencer, with
the experienced fencer, there should be a greater exchange or
dislogue between student and teacher on points of fencing style and
strategy.

Warm-ups

The experienced fencer appreciates a meaningful conditioning
program, for "a w2 -m heart and cold muscles maketh a fatigued
fencer." Condition ig exercises can be an interesting and integral
part of the fencing lesson. Here are some suggestions:

A. Pectorals
I. Starting position. Stand erect, arms at side.
2. Movement:

a. Swing arms forward to shoulder height, palms down.
o. Ping elbows back as far as possible, keeping arms parallel

to floor (accent this count).
c. Fling arms forward again to shoulder height.
d Swing arms down to original position.

3. Directions: "Swing, fling, fling, swing."
B. Hamstrings

1, Starting position: Stand erect, arms overhead.
Movement.
a. Touch toes, keeping knees straight (relax neck).
b. Bend knees to squat position, extending arms forward.
e. l'ouch toes again, keeping knees straight (as in count #1).
d. Return to starting position with arms overhead.

3. Directions. "Touch, bend, touch, up."
C. Deep knee bends

1. Starting position: Stand erect with foil held horizontally with
both hands in front of body, feet apart with toes pointing
outward.

2. Movement:
a. Up on toes
b-c. Down (slowly to deep knee bending).
c1 -c. Up (slowly to standing position).
f. Lower heels to floor.

3. Balance, knees out over toes, straight spine (not
inclined forward), and use 01 legs in coming up to
standing position.

I). Rope jumping combinations (agility, timing, aad coordination).
L. Running in place (development of cardiovascular efficiency).

bad) instructor c; n devise a suitable series of warm-ups which will
not only be valuable for the body but "fencing-like" in quality.
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Techniques (ideas for "the old and the new")

A. Footwork
I. Practice every class period.
2. Use different combinations (becoming gradually more difficult

and intricate).
3. Stress balance, speed, timing in fencing; precision in footwork

and technique.
4. On guard Weight in heels.
5. "Advance 1,2"

a. Count I: Step forward with front heel.
b. Count 2: Bring back foot up to on guard position and, at

the same time, lower front toe to floor.
6. "Retreat 1,2"

a. Count 1: Step back with back foot, pushing off from the
front heel.

b. Count 2: Bring front foot back to on guard position,
k wering both heels to floor at s'me time.

7. Avoia "bobbing" up and down; keep hips level.

B. Offense
I. Lunge

a. Stress linear movement length!
b. Thrust (lean) lunge.
c. Extend foil arm first; attack with straight arm.
d. Kick forward with front heel.
e. Drive from back foot (by straightening knee).
f. Avoid over-lunging, knee should be over instep, not toe.
g. Kecovery: Push off from heel of front foot.

2 "Variations on the Lunge" (teach with rhythmic counts)
a. Advance lunge

(1) Advance (with extended foil arm) 1,2.
(2) Lunge 3.
(3) Effective against fencer who stands too far away or
who constantly retreats (or parry-retreats).

b. Ballestra
( I) Jump (with extended foil arm) I.
(2) Lunge 2.
(3) Effective as surprise attack if used judiciously: jump
out to on guard, rather than up (forward motion).

c. Lunge recover forward - lunge.
(1) Lunge 1.
(2) Recover forward (to on guard) 2.
(3) Lunge 3.
(4) Effective against opponent who retreats (with or

without Nay).
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3. Beat
a. Purpose: To knock blade aside (open the line), to get a

reaction, to invite opponent's attack.
b. Tighten last three fingers for quick, crisp action.
c. Combinations:

( I) Beat-lunge.
(2) Beat-disengage-lunge.
(3) Beat-thrust-disengage-lunge (hoping to draw a parry on
the extension).

4. Disengage
a. Fingerplay, with bent or straight arm.
b. Change line of engagement

(1) From inside to outside (or outside to inside),
(2) From high to low (or low to high).

c. Combinations:
(1) Disengage-thrust-lean-lunge.
(2) Disengage-thrust-lean-disengage-lunge.
(3) Thrust-lean-disengage-lunge.

5. Cutover (coupe)
a. Thumb and wrist action.
b. Emphasize strong thrust after the cutovcr.
c. Effective when opponent holds foil low, against a shorter

fencer, or on riposte following a low parry.
d. Combinations:

(1) Cutover-thrust-lunge.
(2) Cutover-thrust-disengage-lunge.
(3) Disengage (low)-cutover-thrust-lunge.

6. Medic
a. Usually preceded by a yell.
b. Thrust-lean-lean-jump-run (drive with legs and pass by

adversary).
c. Push off from back foot, jump Into attack, leading with

back foot.
d. Effective to use a feint (particularly the beat) simul-

taneously with jumping motion.
e. Imperative to aim accurately!
f. Timing is important in executing the running attack.
g. Used when opponent is near end of strip.

C. Defense
1. Lateral parries

a. Parry 4 protects high inside line.
b. Parry 6 protects high outside line.
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3.

c. "Beat-like" quality.
d. Precise.
e. Strong (forte) against weak (foible).
f. Riposte immediately!

(1) Parry-extend (direct).
(2) Parry-disengage-extend (indirect).

Semicircular parries
a. Parry 7 protects low inside line.

(1) Tip of foil dropped in semicircle clockwise.
(2) Tip points at opponent's knee.
(3) !land in supination.

b. Parry 2 protects low outside line.
(1) Tip of foil dropped in semicircle counterclockwise.
(2) Tip points at opponent's knee.
(3) Band in pronation.

Circular parries (used i:gainst the disengage)
a. Counter 4: Follow opponent's tip counterclockwise.
b. Counter 6: Follow opponent's tip clockwise.
c. "Double": Teach counter-attack against the circular

parry; follow opponent's blade around and lunge to
open line.

4. .....),
Parry 4 Parry 6

C
Porry 7 Parry 2

0
Counter 4 Counter 6

Strategy
I. Sizing-up the opponent ("feel out" adversary. find weaknesses

as well as strengths).
2. Does she parry?
3. What kind of parries does she use?
4. Does she have a preference for certain parries?
5. Does she counter-attack (riposte)?
6. Does she retreat or hold her ground?
7. How does she react to a feint?
K. Does she initiate the attack?
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Special Features

A. "The individual approach"
I. Suggest individual work-out (lesson) with instructor, at least

once a week, if possible; even a few minutes of concentrated
practice will help!

2. Experienced fencers can help beginners in this way, nothing
aids a beginner more than fencing with someone who is better
than she!

3 Form is basic, but encourages development of individual style.

B. Guest master class (with sonic individual lessons beforehand or
afterward)

C. fencing atelier (clinic)

D. Boating,
I. Class

a. Scoring
b. J udging
c. Directing
d. Practice-bouts
e. ('lass tournament

2 Intramurals
a. Individual

(I) Beginners, experienced
(2) See sample scoresheet for individual matches.

b. Team
(I ) Dorms
(2) Classes

3. Interscholashes (extianiural)
a. Team

(I) Triangular meet works well with teams of three fencers
each.
(2) See sample scoresheet for team matches.

b. Individual
( ) Area
(2) State

Maintaining the interest of the experienced fencer presents an
exciting challenge to the instructor. Let us think of our fencing
programs beyond "Sixteen Lessons for the Beginner." Alter all, we
too want perfection! today's student and teacher alike desne
"mastery," "competence," and "achievement" in the fascinating
skill of I encmg.
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Discovery Learning

LOUELLA JEAN FONG
SHARON ANN MATHES

Purdue University
Lafayette, Indiana

As educators, we sometimes come to think of the "discovery"
method as applicable for work only with young children. It is the
scope and purpose of the present article however, to demonstrate
that such learning is elemental as opposed to elementary. Moreover,
we desire to share with you a plan that has proved Itself uecessful in
teaching fencing at the college level.

The virtue of the methodology, we believe, is that it focuses the
responsibility for learning primarily on the fencer. Our postulate is
that understanding by (self) discovery leads to effective learning,
wherein effective implies transfer of principles of movement. Al-
though intraproblem transfer is emphasized, it is our hope that Inter-
activity transfer also would occur.

We refer to a unit which extended over an eight week session and
Included twenty-four, 35-minute meetings. The class itself was
comprised of freshman women completing a general one-year uni-
versity requirement. Entering students had completed a movement
fundamentals unit in which they had gained a knowledge of
mechanical principles. For this reason, our unit was designed to help
the student redefine a "d apply these principles to the movement
pattern requirements 1, encmg. Development of personalized move-
ment efficiency as we' s meeting task demands was considered an
objective for each individual.

Within the course, students were guided in the discovery of and
thereby gamed pi ofieiency in each of the following:

Fundamental footwork skills: on guard, advance, itreat, lunge,
recovery, forward recovery, jumps,

Offensive and defensive skills: straight thrust, disengage, one-two,
cutover, beat, combinations of these in lines 4, 6, 7, 8, and lateral
and counter parries;

Fundamentals of booting: rules, judging, directing, and basic
strategies. Know ledges related to development of physiological
conditioning, that is, identification of problems, and improvement
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of self for meeting the requirements of fencing, was also an
objective.

Included in this article are parts of four consecutive lessons
designed to establish footwork patterns. Specific examples contain
(1) the nature and objectives of tasks set by the teacher in utilizing
the discovery approach, (2) class solutions reached by students as
the result of teacher mediated discussion, and (3) reasons for student
rejection of alternate solutions.

In conjunction with this unit the students identified seven
specific areas of movement involving the use of muscles and bodily
regions which, when employed in fencing practice, may result in
strain and discomfort if not properly conditioned. A conditioning
program for the development of these parts was developed and is
included as an appendix to this article.

ADVANCE AND RETREAT

Task 1: Given the target and the area delimitation of the fencing
strip, establish a position in which you can move forward and back-
ward as rapidly and efficiently as possible. Keep in mind that your
own target must be protected, and that you should be able to reach
your opponent with the foil tip.

Desired Result: The advance and retreat.
Solutions:

I. The foil arm should be closest to the opponent in order to
maximize reach.

2. The heels should be placed at right angles to the body; hence,
the forward foot will point in the line of intended direction of
force.

3. The feet should be a distance apart as a moderately wide base
of support reads to maximum stability.

4. The feet 0,nould move in such a way that they need not cross
'ach otl er, hence, eliminating the possibility of tripping In
'ither v ords. the relationship of the feet should remain the
same the front in front and the back foot in back.

5. During movement, the feet never should come completely to-
gether because of the need for a stable base of support. (Later,
students would come to regard the distance as the width of the
on guard position.)

6. Body segments should be aligned vertically, as the body tends
to be more stable when projection of the center of gravity falls
within the supporting base. In general, students designate this
an efficient postural position.

7. The fencer should turn the foil side toward the opponent in
order to decrease target surface. When the trunk is facing the
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line of direction of the back foot, exposure is minimized;
whereas rotation of the trunk toward the front foot maximizes
target area,

8. In moving backward, it is most efficient to keep the same foot
facing relationship because (a) speed of movement is decreased
when time is spent changing the position of the feet, and (b)
when only the position of the back foot is changed, the size of
the supporting base decreases.

9 Steps taken in moving forward or backward should occur with-
out "bouncing" in order to main tam point control. Stability is
enhanced by maintaining a "sitting" position (lower center of
gravity).

10. De forward or rear foot, in moving either forward or back-
ward, should be lifted. Friction between foot and floor will
tend to slow resultant movement. It Is important to note that
when moving forward or backward, the rear or front mo-
mentarily becomes the sole base of support while the opposite
foot steps. This shift of weight should not affect stability.

ON GUARD

Task 2 Establish the most efficient "ready position" possible in
order to move in the way you have Just determined.

Desired Result. The on guard or ready position,
Solutions.

I. The feet (heels) should be at right angles with the forward foot
facing the line of direction for stability and readiness for
motion (review of task I, solutions 3 and 9).

2. Ishe knees should be bent in the direction of the feet. A
muscle on streta has greater potential force and the lower the
center of gravity, the more stable the body.

3. 'I he back or non-toil arm can either lie extended from the
shoulder for balapce or rest on the back hip. It should not be
placed in front of the body , such placement will pause rotation
of the trunk, thus exposing more target.

JUMP FORWARD AND BACKWARD

Task 3 Establish a means by which you can move forward or
backward more rapidly than by either advancing or retreating.

Desired Result Jump I oi waid and backward.
Solutions.

I. Crossing the feet is to be avoided (see task I, solution
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2. It is possible to jump in the desired direction if one pushes
both feet "Into the floor" at an angle. Students note that for
every action there is an equal and opposite reaction. Moreover,
they discover it can be related to the principles governing
projectiles.

3. The jump covers greater distance and has more speed than
either the advance or retreat. It is an explosive, forceful move
and is low in height, resulting in speed and distance.

THE LUNGE

Task 4. From an on guard position, determine the fastest means by
which you can (1) hit on target with the tip of the foil with suffi-
cient force to "draw blood" and (2) extend the foil arm duiing the
move men t.

Desired Result: The lunge and use of the back arm for increasing
speed of the lunge. This addition has altered the original extended
arm versus hand on hip solution for the on guard position.

Solu tioris:
I. A stretching position of the body coupled with arm extension

will move the foil tip closer to the opponent.
2. In order to keep the center of gravity over the supporting base,

the forward leg must step forward.
3. Bending the forward knee will allow a greater reach.
4. Keeping the back knee straight will allow a greater reach.
5. Keeping the back foot flat on the floor will prevent body

weight from rolling onto the ankle (a potential eaase of
in ju ry).

6. Keeping the back knee straight will prevent trunk rotation
(therefore keeping the target protected).

7. Pushing forcefully off the back foot will result in greater speed
of movement.

S. If the back arm has been extended from the shoulder and
flexed at the elbow, forceful extension of that arm should
increase the speed of the forward stretch, The magnitude of
force is dependent upon the number of segments used, the
speed of each segment, and the timing of sequence of seg-
ments. For every action, there is an equal and opposite re-
action.

THE RECOVERY

'I ask 5. Assume you have executed a hinge, but have faded to hit
target. flow can you most rapidly move away from your opponent?
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Desired Result: The recovery.
Solution:

1. If the body segments are aligned over the base of support,
pushing forcefully with the front foot will lift the body weight
and allow the foot to return to the original on guard position.

2. Taking advantage of the momentum created by the forceful
movement backward and retreating will move you rapidly out
of opponent's reach.

RECOVER FORWARD

Task 6: After lunging, you have fallen short of target. how can you
move into position to attack a second time?

Desired Result: Recover forward.
Solutions:

1. Shift the body segments over the front foot, which becomes
the new, temporary base of support. Pick up the back foot and
place it relative to the on guard position.

2. The body is now in position to lunge a second time.
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Proprioceptive Aid for Beginners

ALBERT MANLEY
Reed College

Portland, Oregon

Fencing is notoriously hard to learn. Students often quit even
before fundamental proficiency is acquired, and competitive success
for the few who persevere is normally expected to take two years or
longer.

The great majority of sports is based on habits developed in early
childhood, such as running and jumping, throwing and catching,
using a bat or racket, etc. In addition to the fact that people come to
it much later in life, fencing includes practically no familiar, sym-
metrical, or repetitive sequences. The fencer walks sideways and
must perform different movements simultaneously with all his limbs,
strong, gross leg actions must be coordinated with delicate finger-
work at amazing speed and with precise timing. The baseball batter
who swings and misses has a chance to rest and get set again, but the
fencer who fails in his attack must be able to continue, instantly
making a choice between several possible courses. Thus, fencing
imposes an unusually severe demand for self-control of flexibility
and balance. Almost the only easy learners are girls who have had
considerable ballet or modern dance instruction. Surprisingly, good
athit' may have more trouble than the average person.

There is a way to teach basic fencing skills quickly. Dri ll your
students with their eyes closed. Th.s alone will provide gratifying
progress, but if class s ,:c permits, also conduct blind individual les-
sons occasionally, up to the highest levels. From the very first
session, as soon as movements have been demonstrated, explained,
and practiced enough for response to voice commands, institute
blind drills.

This procedure engages the student's inherent proprioceptive
faculty. One who does not perceive her mistakes can not improve.
Blind, the individual will be careful lot to make those jerky,
explosive actions with which we are all too familiar. With the distrac-
tion of sight removed, she turns her attention to her equilibrium, her
position, and her movements as felt from within. She can become
aware of misplaced weight, incorrect posture, and excessive stiffness,
and thereby work toward control, About three sessions are spent
without the weapons, itself a distraction.

True, the addition of blind practice is time consuming. Assuming
the method is valuable, other parts of the instructional program
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must give way. Far too many teachers, in my opinion, attempt to
impart the entire system of fencing mechanics in one semester or
quarter about three or four months. We ought to substitute the
goal of greater skill in a smaller repertoire. I have no doubt since I
have seen proof in tournament play that beginning competitors
who know a few simple actions will triumph over those who are
merely acquainted with many complicated sequences. The instructor
must, therefore, limit the material presented. Progress can not be
&fined by the sheer number of different combinations described,
demonstrated, and poorly executed by the class.

One of the principal reasons instruct° -s become involved with a
complete review of attack and defense is that they are afraid
students will be bored. It is a trap that must be avoided at all costs.
Blind exercises and lessons themselves will amuse students. A firm
grasp of fundamentals should also permit beginners to enter the
bouting situation earlier, and that should be quite enough for the
first course. Refinements can come later for those who do sign up
for a second semester or a second year.

A word about form. Good fencing form is determined by
function and efficiency in combat. Good form is that which gives
more touches in the long run, tatistically, over hundreds or
thousands of bouts, and not me y immediate success. I am a
teacher of competitive fencing, not ballet, so I am not concerned
with pretty movement for its own sake. I do not claim that fencing
improves posture or imparts gracefulness. However, it just happens
that effective action does sometimes appear beautiful. The necessity
to control bal: n,:e and avoid immoderate tension develops abilities
which carry over into other activities, although this result is con -
sidered incidential. For all such purposes, blind work is productive

Experiment with this method. Particularise and expand your own
routine from the following outline. The results are usually obvious t

once.

Blind Drills

1st Session. Without weapons, slow. First position (attention).
Going on guard. Shifting weight, correcting and loosening
shoulders, arms, legs, etc., while guarding. Advancing. Retreating.
Extending the fighting arm, recovering. (Lunging, the hallmark of
good fencing, is reserved for special attention later.)

2nd Session. With weapons, slow to medium pace. Review.
Lunging and recovering.

3rd Session. Without weapons, medium to fist. Complete drill.
(Throughout the course, repeated practice without weapons may
prove worthwhile.)
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,Ith Session (after introduction to foil). With weapons. First
position. Saluting. Donning mask. Going on guard. Loosening grip.
Review all basic actions. Returning to 1st position. Removing mask
Saluting.

Subsequent Sessions. Review frequently as complete sessions or
as part of each warm-up period. Possible additions. Changing guards,
advance-lunging, retreat-lunging. etc.

Blind Individual Lessons

Elementary (slow to medium), Single disengagement from pres-
sure. lunging. Parrying once when opposite blade leaves engagement.
with direct or indirect riposte. Answering beat and riposting or
attacking, direct or indirect.

Intermediate (slow to medium). From pressure. 1-2 or double.
Parrying twice when opposing blade leaves engagement, with direct
or indirect riposte. Parrying once and riposting by 1-2 or double.

Advance (medium to last), Review of elementary and inter-
mediate lessons. with retreating on parrying, advancing on riposting.
and attacking by advance-lunging.

Vert. Advanced (medium to last). Actions not starting in engage-
ment. On "Go!" student will assume conditions are right for a
sequence describe and practiced beforehand. Attacking open target.
Attacking against point -In -line by opposing, blinding, beating. Parry-
riposting.

Advanced and very advanced lessons could be deferred to the
second semester.
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Exercises in Footwork for Beginners

HERTA FRIEDRICH
17288 Taylor Lane

Occidental, California

Very often little attention is paid to the teaching of fencing foot-
work beyond the use o' 'he lunge to attack, the advance to approach
one's opponent, and retreat to keep one's opponent from ap-
proaching too close. In particular, little effort is directed toward
teaching novices to coordinate movements of the foil with move-
ments of the feet. Although all footwork must be practiced first
without an opponent, using wall mats or the wall itself as a target,
the coordination of offensive and defensive movements of the foil
with offensive and defensive footwork should be emphasized from
Lae first.

New foil techniques should be presented with simple footwork,
while new combinations of footwork should be selected according to
the skill level and needs of the class. Since it is so difficult to learn
spontaneous use of disengage actions, however, the instructor should
not over-emphasizo the use of the direct lunge and direct parry
riposte. She should emphasize disengage; double-disengage, and
double attacks; disengage ripostes. and counter-parries. An Infinite
variety of combinations is possible.

In most of the following exercises, the students repeat each
phrase a minimum of three times before exchanging roles of
defender and attacker. The exercises should not be presented as a
whole to the students. When first taught, each exercise should
consist of a maximum of three actions: more actions being added as
the fencers become familiar with the sequence. When the actions are
made more complicated by Involving the use of various combin-
ations of disengages, counter-parries, etc., It is wise to have the group
praLt.ce without changing roles until everyone has mastered the
sequence of action.

Stability in the Lunge

One of the most difficult techniques for many beginners to learn
is to remain motionless in the hinge; to avoid pulling backward with
the parry and swaying forward with the riposte. And yet this
immobility should be taught first, for it requires less physical effort
from the fencer to remain stationary, has carry-over value in
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teaching a beginner to lead with the tip of the foil instead of with
the shoulder, is essential to the use of the recovery and redouble-
ment, and will enable her to concentrate her attention on the hand
movements rather than dividing it between foil and feet. During the
first lessons therefore, the following footwork is used when teaching
foil technique.

Exercise I
Attacker Lunge, remain in lunge, parry and riposte from that

position. (One parry-riposte at first, two and three
later )

Defender Parry and riposte from en guarde

The instructor must stress the locked position of the back leg, the
immobility of the body. and the complete reliance on the
success of the parry alone for defense. It is important for this
immobility to be mastered before proceeding to the next exercise. If
the student establishes a faulty pattern of strafing her weight, or
bending her back leg with her parry, the job of recovering into the
en guarde is made more difficult because she fails to get adequate
momentum from her push-off.

Recovery From the Attack

Sometimes, because her opponent's riposte is faster than the
attacker's parry, the attacker will find it expeditious to recover from
the lunge into the en guarde as she parries. This action increases the
distance and thus, the time through which the defender's riposte
must travel. (This would knee the defender to lunge with her riposte
in order to hit. See Exercise III.)

Exercise II
Attacker. Lunge, recover win a parry, riposte with the lunge.
Defender' I arry- riposte from an en guarde.

It is necessary for beginners to slow down the rhythm of then
parry-rip 'te in order to complete the parry with the placement of
the forward foot in the en guarde position, and to complete the
extension of the riposte before the lunge. The instructor should
stress that the parrying movement should not be started until the
recovery is almost comple. The arm should be withdrawn to an
engaged position first, rather than making a premature attempt to
parry which is easily deceived.

A complete recovery should be the goal, not a half-hearted step
back and forth. The exercise should not he practicca too long for it
is too easy to establish a pattern of lunge, recover, lunge. recover.
which is unnecessarily strenuous. The students should be told that in
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fencing. one recovers only when one wants maximum time for the
completion of the parry, and that in a bout whenever the fencer
feels that she is fast enough to parry in the lunge position. she
should do so.

Smooth Continuous Riposte Lunge

Exercise III
Attacker. Lunge, recover with a delayed parry, riposte in the en
Defender guaide.

Parry the attack, riposte, and as the riposte is not
immediately parried, lunge: ,ind parry in the lunge
position.

In this action the attacker. to; the purpose of this exercise.
should delay her parry slightly in order to make it obvious to her
opponent that there is a chance to score a ripecte. When first learn-
ing this exercise, the attacker should complete ner attack and then
recover without defending herself. The instructor should carefully
check to make sure that each defender is extending her arm fully
before hi nging.

When the complete pattern has become a little easier. have the
attacker use her own discretion in deciding whether to recover or
not. If the attacker has not withdrawn a simple extension will suffice
to hit, if she has withdrawn, a lunge will be necessary. The goal
should be to make the lunge a smooth uninterrupted continuation of
the extension even when the necessity for the lunge is only apparent
at the last second, and to use the lunge only when it is necessary.

Next, keeping the foil actions extremely slow in order to make it
possible to correctly coordinate the feet with the hand, have each
fencer make from three to four actions in each phrase. vary the
sequence of recoveries and lunges, and use a lunge only when neces-
sitated by the opponent's withdrawal.

Retreat and Parry

It is very important that each fencer he taught that one should
sometimes retreat while parrying. This is necessary when the fenesn
realties that the attacker is too close, or when the attacker has an
extremely fast attack wind] has been successful in the past.

Exercise IV
Attache', Lunge.
Defender Retreat and parry-nposte.

I he tooRyork of the defender should be quick aid short, the
timing being. "And I." rather than. "I. 2". lier feet should mote
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quickly enough so that her parry is completed with the replacement
of the front foot. When these actions are mastered, they may be
continued as in Exercise 11 and then as in Exercise Ill

Redoublement

The use of a redoublement is imperative when the defender
retreats out of reach as one attacks. In order to redouble, the fencer,
from the lunge position, brings her back leg up and places it in the
en guarde position, and if distance makes it necessary. lunges again.
Throughout this action the attacker's foil arm remains extended in
order to maintain right of way. If the fencer does not make use of
the redoublement and simply recovers from her lunge in the usual
manner, it is impossible for her opponent to advance to her own
original position, recovering the lost grutind. This makes it possible
for her to repeat the same action over and over again, until the
attacker wearies and slows down inaking it easy for the defender to
score with an unexpected re takrig of the attack.

I xercisc IV
Attacker Lunge, recover and lunge (redoublement).
Defender Retreat, wait for second lunge, parry-riposte.

Caution the attacker to complete the first lunge before re-
doubling, and remind her that she must not anticipate her op-
ponent's retreat. Sometimes the defender will retreat and then, as
the attacker draws her back leg up to the en guarde position, will
parry and riposte. In this case, the attacker must parry and start her
riposte before she hinges again. Iler timing for the parry depends
entirely on her opponent's timing. If the defender parries the
original hinge as she retreats, the attacker must parry as she draws
her back leg up to the en guarde position.

he students should be taught that the essen...e of fencing is the
use 01 strategy. Complete mastery of footwork is absolutely neces-
sary for this purpose, Often a superior fencer (ir foil technique) c, n
be outwitted by an opponent who keeps changing distance. Fencers
should he taught to use their footwork as an nuhimensable offensive
and defensive aid.
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Motivational Techniques of Fencing

BARBARA CAROL PASSIKOFF
Paterson State College

Wayne, New Jersey

One of the most difficult phrases of teaching fencing to beginners
is motivating the student to practice skills. The task of repeating 11,e
same basic skills often becomes a chore and the student no Iongei
desires to learn. If she can find an interesting means of practicing.
her skill will more than likely increase, and with the development of
skill the student will be able to enjoy fencing.

Specific Techniques

The more ways of motivating the student that the instructor can
provide, the more anxious the student will tend herself to practice
her skills. The following techniques are functional devices in that
they are usable for all individuals regardless of skill level. They may
be instituted in the class plogram as soon as the beginner learns the
a;lvance, retreat, and lunge.

1. Fencing Manikin. A tailor's manikin can be putchased to be
used as a target on which attacks can be practiced. An old mask
ready for discard will serve as the head. Allow the students to diess
it appropriately for fencing and. if they wish, ev,1 name it This
simply adds to the enjoyment of using it. Allow the wheels to
remain on it so it will move when "attacked.'' 7 1ns provides a
realistic picture of the continual changing of distance commonly
found m homing. 1 he manikin can be easily wheeled Into a corner
or closet for convenient storage.

2. Ball on String. Suspend a plastic ball (approximately the site
of a golf ball) from the ceiling. fhe use (: artist's wire is suggested
since it is extremely strong. I he ball should be tour to f ire feet nom
the floor I he students can then practice lunging of thrusting at the
ball while it is moving. hiss will give the students oppoi thinly to
practice hitting a moving °lite( t, focusing on a small taiget, and
judging a constantly changing distal((.

3. Wall Targets. Small ply wood wooden targets I 2. 1 2 inches
Lan be fixed to the I hey Should he padded and coveted with
canvas. they are easily «instmeted and are inexpensive. A red
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"heart" or balloon can be attached to the lace 01 the target
Students can use these targets to practice all attacks and %cork on
attacking distance snnultaneousl}

4 Body Targets. Using a safety pin or masking tape. students can
pin a balloon or "heart" on some part of their target. I he partner,
using any attack, tiles to break the balloon or hit the "heart

5. Mirrors. It the room in which you are teaching has mr.ors,
take advantage of them. They are particularly useful for slur --Its
v,ho have poor aht,lunent in the on guard or lunge positions Ile iimg
the 1,erbal correction rem torced with the usual one provides an
excellent motivational experience for the student. Students may also
use the mirrors to "shadow fence."

Didlmg in various formations, changing the area in %cinch the
students are taught, and giving fencing tune at the end of each
drilling session are other experiences which mon% ate the student and
make her class time more exciting.

Sex eral other means 01 motivating tne student nave been sug-
gested b} Spears' and Lindsey'"

Nk hateer the method one uses, it is important that students ate
kept interested and that they can participate successfully in tenting

'5p .u`.. Betas t'.1(11111r brou,i I ea,t t p r,ames, U(.t %ti
IN III. Grill (#01,1, II)tis 9u,0 Pp 54 Sc

"I indm. Ruth ''I ea, halw De% Ike% I)( OA /i,,%t this; /
1068 101,0 111,, 72 71
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Teaching Devices

RUTH LINDSEY
Oklahoma State University

Stillwater, Oklahoma

Early in the fencing season, before the student is ready for
combat or for practice with a partner. It is difficult to motivate her
to practice alone. In order to make individual work more palatable.
both for the beginner and advanced fencer, and to add variety to
mass drills "called" by the instructor, I have put to use a few
practice devices which add realism to the drill.

1. Fencing Dummy. An easily constructed, inexpensive apparatus
which can be built by a handy instructor or the school carpenter. It
consists of a blade (use an old discarded or broken blade with the
point taped) inserted in a 2" X 4" arm which protrudes from a
padded (use an old plastron) plywood board. (See details of
construction below.) The dummy can be mounted on the wall or
supporting columns in such a way that It may be taken down when
not in use, or, by holding the blade in place with a pommel or nut,
the blade may be removed easily.

Suggestions for using. Draw a red "heart" on the target and have
your students practice their thrusts and lunges at it. They soon learn
to gauge the dista ce of their attacks. All of the attacks where the
opponent has a bent arm, as well as the beat parries may be
practiced.

I find it particularly useful when there is an odd-numbered class.
leaving one girl without a partner, or, when a student is having
difficulty executing a particular technique, such as a disengage
Rather than monopolizing another person's tune, send the student
to practice her fingering exercise on the dummy's blade.

In addition, 1 sometimes demonstrate new techniques on the
dummy instead of selecting a student for a partner. This allows the
student to devote her attention to the demonstration. Caution a

mask should be worn when fencing with the dummy.
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Fencing Dummy Legend

a one 21" X 2" X 4"
b four 1/2 X 2" angle irons
c eight 1/8" X 34" wood screws
deight 1/8" stove bolts and nuts
e- two 16" X 18" X 34" plywood
ffour '4" pin bolts (ladder

bolts of threaded steel rods)
g four'/," washers and wing nuts.

, 4S
,''z, 4.

j

II. The Ring (for speed and accuracy) Suspend a tenequoit ring
(or similar substitute) by a string from the ceiling. (1.) Let the
students practice their thrusts and hinges trying to hit the hole. This
is good practice if they have a tendency to "chop" as they thrust.
the point must be properly lowered before the final movements in
order to succeed on the target. (2.) A partner, or the instructor, may
hold the ring to one side, then drop it so that it swings in an arc. The
object is .o lunge, hitting the hole as it passes. The student must
focus the eyes straight ahead so as not to anticipate and follow the
ring with the blade. (3.) Good footwork practice' start the ring
swinging, assume an on guard position and advance as it swings
away, retreat as it comes toward you; more advanced fencers can
"shadow fence" this way, executing parries as the ring "attacks,"
then countering with lunges, advance lunges, etc.

III. Drop the Handkerchief (speed and accuracy). Have a partner,
or the instructor, stand on a chair and drop a weighted handkerchief
while the fencer (eyes focused straight ahead) attempts to impale it
with a properly timed lunge.

IV. Target Practice (accuracy). Hang an old carpet a few inches
from the wall (so that it will "give- when hit), draw circles on it,
have the fencers practice their lunges for accuracy against it, or
combine with footwork to help them learn to gauge distance.
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Teaching Bouting Through
Lead-Up Games

BETTY SPEARS
Wellesley College

Wellesley, Massachusetts

Methods of teaching fencing are traditionally formal and are
fundamentally based on the premise that learning to fence requires a
relatively long period of time. Frequently. the accepted patterns of
formal drill which are used to bridge the gap between learning the
fundamental techniques to bottling situations. do not provide suf-
ficient motivation for the average fencer in instructional classes nn

physical education. By utilizing lead-up games for this phase of the
Instruction, fencing teachers will find a high degree of class interest
and an atmosphere of fun prevailing. Lead-up games in fencing
provide opportunities for the fencer to utilize fundamental fencing
movements in a boutmg situation, to enjoy the competitive element
in fencing as soon as possible and to recognize the need for basic
drills in fencing.

Some lead-up games may be utilized in pre-bouting teaching while
others are suitable as bounng games which may be completed in a
one class period. Several fencing lead-up games are described below
There are, of course, many others which may be adapted to the
needs and interests of fencing classes.

Surprise Attack

This game may be used early in the fencing class io encourage the
analysis of the opponent's attack. The class is divided into two rows
lacing each other. Each row acts as a team. Each fencer is instructed
to acknowledge a touch against herself. Those fencers in row B turn
their backs while those in row A gather around the instructor and
are assigned a specific attack. The class is instructed that only
fencers in low A may Initiate the attach. The fencers in row B are to
attempt to parry the attach and riposte. Fencers assume the on
guard position. On the command "Attack." row A attacks. The
action is stopped when row B has had the opportunity to attempt a
parry and ciposte. The game is scored by counting the touches
scored against row B and the npostes scored against row A. The
higher score wins. Row 13 is then assigned an attack. The game
continues by assigning surprise attacks alternately to the tea ins. The
team with the higher score at the end of the period wins.
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Quick Elimination
This game provides the opportunity to determine a class winner

within oni. class period. It may be used as a last day tournament or
at holiday time, and a small prize may he awarded to the winner

kuund / 0 no losses

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

The class is divided into rows lacing each other, 'The class is
instiucted to fence one touch. The fencer vho is ((Indict]
acknowledges the touch and then with his fencing partner retires to
the side of the room and sits down. On the command, "Fence," the
class bouts at cording to the above directions. After all the tenceis
are seated the class moves to positions for Round 11 In Round II a
fencer who lost goes to one end of the line and knees another loser.
A fencer who won goes to the other end of the line and fences
winner.

Round /1 0 no losses, I one loss

1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I 1 1 I I I 1 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Proceed as in Round I. After Round 11 the fencers with no losses
continue to tenet: each other, the fencer with one loss knees
competitors vlio also have one loss and fencers with No loses leike
each other.

Round III 0 no losses, 1 one loss, 2 two losses

2222111111110000222211111111()000
Proceed as in the other rounds. tile diagram 1d,i Round IV will

appear as follows.

Round 0 no losses; I one loss, 2 two losses, 3

3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1" 1 1 I 1 0 0
3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1,, I I I I() 0

three losses
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Proceed as in the other rounds. After this round there will be two
fencers who have had no losses. These fencers then fence a complete
bout with the other ciass members acting as officials or observing.
The winner of the final bout is the winner of the Quu k Elimination.

King's Spot

The object of this game is to move to the King . Spot and remain
there. The description below demonstrates the use of this game with
a group of thirty fencers. It may be adapted to smaller or larger
groups. Starting places are drawn by lot or assigned.

10 9 10 9 10 9
8 7 8 7 8 7
6 5 6 5 6 5
4 3 4 3 4 3
2 King's 2 King's 2 King's

Spot Spot Spot

The fencers are instructed to start fencing on the command,
"Fence.- file fencer touched -is to acknowledge the touch and then
both fencers are to sit down in place with their masks on (for safety
reasons). After everyone is seated the fencers move into position to
fence the next touch in the following manner.

No. 2 and King's Spot the winner remains in or moves to the
King's Spot. The loser moves to Spot 10.

No 3 and No. 4-the winner moves to the No. 2 or Challenger's
Spot. The loser moves to or remains in Spot 4.

No. 5 and No 6-- the winner moves to Spot 3. The loser moves to
or remains in Spot 6,

No 7 and No, 8 -the winner moves to Spot 5. The loser moves to
Or remains in Spot 8.

No, 9 and No, 1 0- the winner moves to Spot 7. The loser moves
to Spot 9

Play continues as for the first touch. Depending upon whether
the players win or lose, they move to their respective positions for
the next round. This continues for any designated length of time or
number of rounds. l'he fencer who is in the Kmg's Spot at the end
of the playing time is declared the winner.
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Techniques and Skills

A Conditioning Program for
Women Fencers

YVONNE DEMPSEY
State University College

New Paltz, New York

In discussing the International Fencing Championships and the
Olympics such comments as these appear in American Fencing
"Our girls were out fencednot by technique, but by training,
determination. speed and the will to win. .. none of our girls was
able to sustain her good fencing for a long enough period to be really
effectwe against her obviously better trained opponents." There can
be no substitute for training when one enters the competitive world
with serious determination.

The problem confronting fencing wadies is twofold to give
technical instruction to their studencs and to develop the proper
attitude toward gaining and maintaining fitness The approach here

both physical and psychological. The student must be motivated
to her optimum performarce, and to the requisite training needed to
maintain performance at this peak. The coach or trainer is
important, but in thL final analysis the performer is the single most
important factor in determining success through application. If the
beginning fencer is to continue into high-level competitive fencing a
certtnn psychological toughness must be developed.

Csaba Elthes, in his article "Conditioning for Modern Fencing
Competition," states that the rapid rise of the Russians in inter-
national competition is attributable to their conditioning program
"The Russians appropriated the Hungarian s modern athletic method
of fencing, adjusted it to their own training system, and became in
the she 'test time in history one of the lending fencing nations, This
grand breakthrough can be explained mainly by the conditioning foi
modern competition that the Russians have developed."' The
Russians' conditioning program is divided into four basic parts'

II lilies. Csaba. "Conditioning for Modern I,em mg Competition." itner-
ean rem ow, DeLeinher 1959.
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I. A basic period designed to increase stamina through gradual
increase in the quantity and quality of exercise.

2. A formative period devoted to speciahled training in the
particular game for improvement of technique, tactics, and stamina,

3. A form development period intended through competition to
raise the technical and tactical skill of the competitor to the top and
keep it there.

4. A form maintenance period to dissipate the accumulated
nervous strain acquired in competitions while maintaining physical
fitness through exercise in supplementary sports.2

These basic ideas can easily be incorporated into any conditioning
program. The fencing teacher has direct control over providing a
progressive conditioning program and technical instruction. In the
other two areas, control is not direct but is contingent upon existing
conditions.

An exercise conditioning program should att. ipt to deselop
endurance, arm, leg, back, and abdominal strength, and flexibility
Any exercise program should begin with light exercises which ale
increased in accordance with the individual's state of fitness, rate of
recovery, and age. Specific programs which have been developed
may be found in Castello's book tencutg, and the Olympic con-
ditioning program proposed by Arthur "dauber, a physical therapist,
is reported In the April 1959 issue of Imenc00 renting

Lxamples of exercises helping to promote endurance are as
follows running in place with a steady increase in the number of
runs, hopping on alternate feet. Jumping in place. jumping with
quarter turns, rope jumping, squat thrust, and the mountain climber.

Leg strength is essential in fencing. Some exercises which will
assist in the development of leg muscles are various types of knee
bends and any of the above exercises which place emphasis on leg
movement. Although there is some controversy about the use of
deep knee bends because of the possible damage to the knee joint
most of the authors who have written on conditioning programs for
fencers have included this type of exercise. Since the knee is in a
bent position in many of the techniques this can be a beneficial
exercise if done correctly. Isometrics may also be used effectively
for strength development. Abdominal and back strength may be
increased through the use of sit-ups and trunk-raising exercises in a
prone position. Arm strength may be unproved through the proper
execution of modified push-ups, and the squat thrust exercise
mentioned above.

flexibility exercises involving arm and body swings are beneficial.
Sonic suggested exercises are vertical and horuontal arm six ings and
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A too rapid recovery from the lunge. The lunge has been devised to
carry the point of the weapon to the adversary's target. By drilling in
rapid recovery, one is exercising a negative point of view that is.
that one's attack is going to be parried and a quick recovery is
necessary to defend' one's self. It is much tter to drill in a positive
fashion that is, let the fencer assume she will hit with her hinge.
make her get wit there and hold. With this positive point of view,
she will hit more 1,1-1 than not ind the need to recover and defend
will be minunwe

La/mess in u' ig the rear leg. In making a good lunge the rear knee
'mist be snapped straight, forcefully and rapidly. A bent knee at the
conclus in of the lunge indicates that the fencer is not usiog her rear
leg. Unless a fencer develops this movement correctly at the begin-
nine of her ff,oninn she will never 11011110 incre ,peoff

'



trunk tvistinr. \ good progkssion in the usual toe toucher" e\,1, Ise
ZS II) /Ma h the On1)V111 e toe then nh c.iso the stretch b> tooth l'
the llool behind the opposite heel I his is done to tow count, turn
On I. dorm on 2, tip on still (tuned and bad, to position on 4
Boinkes ID a lunge position and %anon, stretching e\eRlses %%halt
begin from the en garde and pi heed to the lunge position hart
proved useful 111 qretainr the must. le, .1.11%,Iltd most in leiking

I he b.1,It tedinkithis an ,et as e \Lellent ,ondit loner, as v en a
gRe the f e prat.the in the bask ino%einents. Some (era my
authorities, %%Ink lekogniiing the need for general toMin101lng
eseruses, recommend that the ttreatest emphasis be plaLed on tht.
pract ILL. of hk.funq ties
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Bouting Tactics for the Beginner

MURIEL BOWER
San Fernando Valley State College

Northridge, California

0 he a beginning tether has learned to perform a varlet) of
attacks and parries, she will want to test her ability to use these sills
in a bout situation. At this point a typical question may be, "I low
do I know which attack to use or "flow do I begin'w



Basic Offense

HUGO M. CASTELLO
New York University

ATTACKS

In tenong, as in other activities, a good ot tense is the hest
detense. The intonational lutes define an attack the initial !lime-
men( of e(inent 01 phi \ (thi sequence is also called a phrase)

Inch oh imatel iesults in a touch Basitall., it ton.na. of tot 55,11d

inmemnt ol the \aluts toward the s,ihd taiget. I mpoitant
Junction. of an attack ate la) to put the opponent on the defense.
(b) to contiol distance. (t) to contiol lining, (dl to tont! ol the pla)
and (t i to build ..onlidence. Once undertaken. .1/1,1Ck must he
determined and continuous until it ends either in a hit or in hemg

parrit d
I \ri V KS. Simple attacks ale those esset wed \\It hout

,in, pirteding feint or thicatening motion. I hes tan he (IR hied into
traight thrust, disengage, and 1. utowi A straight thrust is a duet]
attack into an open line. A disengage is an attatk made nom the

do.ed line to the open line your foil point passing 111)&1 the
opponent. blade leathing around his hand \ cuioNer diwnralie
attack in %%Ma blade paSSCS Met the OppothOrs Wade 1,0 her
than under it

11 simple attacks should he made in one contin ,,us mot villein,
keeping out blade as close to the opponent's a. pussthie. \\ ide
motions lose control and vale tune. Simple attacks, stailtd v.tthin
leaching distance. should land successtull;,, movided the opponi
Hors not suppleinent his pails v,ith a rttueat I he at tat kei has takt n

ae im;ialive and has the ad antage to time

Poi/pi% r, /6. in' /Oh
I, ProPtl inning and matt diNiamt ale essential,
2. Simple .11(alk are the most L't t Ct. (use and st

dilIRoil 10 pet et. t.
3, Speed Is dependent on quickness m hit tiding the is \ ten.ton of

the "I With lunge into one LonlInnotl at lion
4. lout dtt.tc.k should take pI.ue \Own the like is being ()pen, (1,

rank., !ban when it is 'wing Closed,
Your dt1.1t IN should own upon the opponent's pit palation

(). Yon, hand and he kept tomPlelel Ida \ed as you
begin or one a.), the st at .it Ida
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11 IN IS. A fe.nt is any motion of the blade which leads the
opponent to behese he is about to he attacked. The object of a temt
is to prosohe a parry, thus opening up the opponent's opposite line,
to winch you actually intend to attack. Such an atta,:k is, of
course, made by deceiving the parry.

I tont \ are usually made by extending the arm and threatening the
opponent sufficiently to cause him to react By making several
simple dned attacks first, your feints will be more effective. since
the opponent \sill then be conditioned to make a parry.

Alm!, To Iternembe?
1. Your feint must provide a parry.
2. Be ready for a countclattack.
3. Do not wait for the .rry before completing your attack, keep

ahead of it, but prolong y iur feint enough so that the Opponent has
time to react.

4. When more than one leant is made in immediate succession,
iccentuate the first one.

COMPOUND ATI ACKS. Compound attacks are those composed
of mote than one action. The first action of a compound attack is
intended to open a line which is closed, so as to hut in that line on a
subsequent action. !These first actions are made by feints or by
actions on the blade, to draw reactions from the opponent, such as a
premature (and perhaps, sloppily executed) parry. The principal uses
of a compound attack are (a) to overcome a strong defense against
simple attacks, and (b) to offer variation in one's pattern of attack.

lake simple attacks, compound attacks arc predetermined in their
composition. Once you have begun your planned sequence of
act Ions, contin ue as planned, wit hoot waiting for the opponent's
response to your initial action. Ile must not catch up with your
blade.

The compound email by Ont. You can vary the positioning of
your feints to provoke panics in whatever line you wish, for
example, while engaged in six, a feint by disengage to the high line
near the leading shoulder is likely to provoke a counter parry of six,
while a feint to the inside at the height of the hand is more likely to
provoke an opposition parry of four. Sinularly, froi n an engavment
in four, a feint well over in the six line, 'award the back, is almost
certain to provoke an opposition patry of six, while a close disengage
to the high line will most likely provoke a counter of lour.

TM compound attn A by prepaHniOn on the blade. Attacks with
preparation on the Wad are nude to create a (hied opening, or to
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p:ovoke a reaction, such as a parry or disengage, winch is to bedec,ived. We shall consider beats, pressures, glides, binds, andenvelopments. Keep in nand that your blade tapers and has different
tempers, Therefore, we speak of three sections: the strong, near theguard; the middle, and the weak. Some fencing masters speak onlyof strong and weak, but the principle is the same.

Beat: A short, sharp blow against the opponent's blade. Theblades are in only momentary contact. Made too wide, your beat canbe easily deceived, it must be made close to the opponent's blade.Beats to open a line are made with your strong against theopponent's middle or weak. Beats preceding disengages are not madeso strongly, allowing the opponent to respond with a parry.

Pressure: a holding and forcing action against the opponent's
blade. Preparatory to a straight thrust, pressures are made with thestrong part of your Wade against the opponent's weak, Your middlemay be used against the opponent's middle to provoke a reactionwhich is to be deceived, thus developing a compound attack.

Glide: a forward motion of your blade, maintaining contact with,and pressure against, the opponent's blade, Glides differ frompressures in that they are sliding actions that end with the weak ormiddle of the opponent's blade dominated by your strong, as youscore the touch, Your hand must be kept above the height of theopponent's in order to establish and maintain control of the blade.
Bind: an action that carries the opponent's blade diagonally froma high line to a low line, or vice versa, The most common form ofbind is made from the high to the low line and is usually combined

with a gliding action to hit.

Envelopment: a circular action that carries the opponent's bladefrom a line of engagement around and back to the original engage-ment. The hit following the envelopment is usually made with aglide actic,
Attacks made by taking the opponent's blade demand continuouscontrol of tnat blade, such control being maintained with the strongpart of your blade pressing against the weak part of his. This controlcan best be effected when the opponent has his arm extended stifflyin a threatening action.
In compound attacks, as in simple ones. the element of surprise isessential. Any ni,,tions, hesitations, or mannerisms on your part thatmight betray your intention to attack must be avoided. Otherwise,

you leave yourself wide open to stop thrusts, time hits, or parries
retreating. Some possible combinations are as follows:
74
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Evaluation

Fencinj Knowledge Test

LYNNE FAULEY EMERY
California State Polytechnic College

Pomona, California

1 hv know1cMyt test NS illdt 1 ''')WS W.1S tl.itSett to teSt tont-pc
lid,. ills Who t1.16 0'11110 t'd 11Crlittlitir t011iSt 1 1C114.111)! C onsio trig



Feint of straight thrust; disengage and lunge
Feint of disengage; deceive the parry and lunge
Feint of cutover; deceive the parry and lunge
Feint of disengage; deceive the counter, parry and lunge
Beat and straight lunge
Beat; disengage and lunge
Beat, cutover and lunge
Pressure; disengage and lunge
Pressure; cutover and lunge
Glide and straight lunge.

Points To Remember
I. On any attack, remember to keep your point out in front all

the way.
2. Make your attack a continuous forward motion, without

hesitation.
3. Make attacks with opposition against an opponent who is

inclined to stop thrust or try for the time thrust.
4. Make attacks on the opponent's advance.
5. Be prepared to recover to guard if your attack is halted.
6. Make your feint or action on the blade forceful enough to

draw a reaction from the opponent.
7. Be ready for a possible deceive or evasive action.
8. Be wary of a counterattack.
9. Keep control of the opponent's blade at all times.

10. Make your beats crisp and quick.
I I. Keep your grip relaxed on 'he extension to add speed to the

extension, help your control of the point, and permit a faster parry
and return to guard if your at vick fails.

ATTACKS A DVANCI NG. These are calculated compound
attacks, started from out of distance or against an opponent who
regularly retreats w th his first parry. Fxact coordination of the
hands and feet is essential. The attack starts with the extension of
the weapon in a feint or other blade action; the foot action follows.
Thereafter the timing of the feet must be the same as that of the
hand. The coordination of the movements in compound attacks is
accomplished as follows

A "one-two-three" attack advancing is made in three counts.
I. Extend in the feint, step out on the front foot
2. Wceive the parry and advance the rear foot
3. Deceive again and lunge.

A change-beat lunge attack is made in two counts.
1. Change-beat, with a lump advance
2. Lunge.
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A one-two attack is made in two counts:
I. \lake a feint of disengage, with a jump advance
2. Deceive the parry and lunge.

In compound attacks, emphasize the first movement and speed
up as the attack progresses.

Arms To Remember
Watch out for counterattacks,

2. Make attacks m a continuous f,rward motion, without hesita-
tions.

3. Always start attacks from the point of the weapon,

RENEWED ATTACKS

iollowmg actions are smiling to the basic attacks, the only
distinction tieing that they follow immediately upon an original
attack that fails 10 reach.

1. Remise (or insistence)
2. Redoublement
3. Reprise (retaking the attack).

Like the original attack, the renewed attack can either be planned in
advance or be a reaction on the spur of the moment to a defense
that (units or delays the riposte, There must be no hesitation. no
waiting for the parry to see him/ the riposte is going to he made. A
renewed attack must follow the original attack immediately in order
to have any chance 01 gaining the time necessary to make it valid,
since renewed attacks do not have the right of way of original
attacks and therefore must land w_11 ahead of any riposte in order to
be in tune. It is wise to cover against a riposte when making a
renewed attack. Note that it is easier to cover against a riposte that
ends in the outside line of six than against one to the inside or 10M,
lines.

A rnzse is the immediate replacement of the point, in the
original line of attack, without withdrawing the weapon Or changing
the distance. It is timid against fencers who either leave the line Open
after a parry or make a wild, delayed, or compound riposte.

A remNC should be made with opposition to prevent the riposte
from landing. It can be made with opposition when the riposte is
attempted by disengage to the outside line of six. The remise into
the inside line of four is practical when covered with opposition, but
is often effective without opposition' A remise into the outside line
of six is difficult to carry off in most cases.

The redouble men!, or re, Iacement, differs Iron the remise in
that the original line of attack remains closed and thus the renewed
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attack must be made into a different hne. At least one new blade
action is required, such as a disengage, cutover, or beat. The re-
doublement is useful against fencers who keep the original line of
attack closed by holding, the parry without making a riposte.

I he redoublement, like the remise, is normally made Irom within
NMI:mg distance. The redoublement with a blade action such as
heat, glide, or bind is more effective and safe in preventing a riposte
than is the straight thrust without a taking of the blade.

The reprisc or retaking of the attack, differs from the remise and
redoublemcnt in that distance between the fencers has been
increased at the end of the unsuccessful original attack enough so as
to require a recovery and lunge to continue. !fence It is sometimes
easy to regard a reprise as a brand new at tack. The distinction is one
that causes difficulty only to directors. The recovery from the
original lunge is likely to be made forward, and the renewed attack
itself may be simple or compound. Attacks with action on the blade
are useful here since they have the added advantage of preventing
the defender from landmg a riposte.

Pourts Io /?( mcmin
I. Make renewed attacks against fencers who tat make in-

complete ;mates and do not Dposte, (b) parry but tad to riposte, or
parry and delay the riposte, or parry and make a wild riposte. ti)
parry and try to a compound riposte. (d) parry and/or retreat but do
not riposte.

2. Make renewed attacks %kith blade action or opposition to slop
ripostes.

3. Renewed attacks should be premeditated,
4. I or maximum coed, have your renewed attacks follow series

of simple direct attacks.
5. Don't overdo renewed attacks, surprise is essential.

PROGRESSION OF LEARNING

II Is useless to expect consistent progress I rom the tenting novice
unless he possesses a firm grounding in ilk tundamentals of the
sport. encing manuals are usually based on some natural progres-
sion of learn mg. The progression given here Is a rationally indered
listing of fencing teihniques, arranged from the simplest funda-
mentals to more and more complex moves. I he order set down here
is that derived from our own experience. in consultation with othei
fencing masters. We cannot stress too inua that orderly progression
III learning is of the utmost importance. being the only practical way
to progress in fencing. For example. the lunge must be learned by
itself before It can be combined with other actions in even a simple
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attack: a simple attack must be mastered before a compound attack.
etc. All this may seem obvious, but too often the pupil tries to go
ahead before he has mastered the fundamentals. There is a great
temptation for the beginner who has difficulty in mastering simple
actions to attempt more complicated moves, especially to work on
some favorite tricky attack that may serve him for awhile but will
seriously hunt his potential for development as a fencer.

Some small variations in the order presented here may be desired
by the masters and indeed may be advisable for some fencers.
Teaching the cutover, for example, probably had best be postponed
with a fencer who shows a tendency to pull back his arm on the
attack, since practicing the cutover may reinforce this fault and
thereby produce a bad habit. Nevertheless, in general. the simple
moves must be mastered before the complex, which are mostly built
upon the simple ones.

Whether or not the master or the fencer decides to work strictly
from this progression, some plan for development is essential. Few
things are more time wasting and frustrating than haphazard
skipping about from half-learned simple moves to complex ones for
which the learner is unprepared.

Progressive Steps

I Physical preparedness (warm-up, calisthenics, conditioning)
2. Footwork (without weapons, hand on hips) in (a) guard, (I))

advance and retreat, and (c) lunge
3. !land positions and actions (still without weapons) in (a)

guard. ( b) advance and retreat, and (c) lunge
4. Holding the weapon
5. The basic salute
6. Coordinating the extension 01 the arm with footwork in (a)

guard. (b) advance. ( e) retreat, (d) lunge, and (e) combinations of
these actions

7. Iland position in guard of six and four
8. Learning measure (distance that can be reacheu) by lunging

against a wall or another fencer
9. Studying limits of the valid and nonvand targets and the Imes

of attack ( outside, inside, high, and low)
10. Straight thrust
I I. Engagements and changes of engagement
12. The disengage
13 The cutover
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Basic Defense

CHARLES R. SCHMITTER
Michigan State University

East Lansing, Michigan

I. Simple parry (lateral parry)
Ifigh Line Hand breast high

Point mouth-forehead
Point :limes width 02 the neck

Low Line Hand breast high
Point at opponent's knee

II. Circular or counter parry 4-6 (7-8)
Iland and point as above

III. Semicircular parry 4-7, 6-8. and %ice versa
(land and point as above

Teaching Progressions

Simple parry. form 2 lines A and B engaged in 4
I. On "I" A extends and disengages

On "2" A lunges-13 parries 6 (later ripostes)
On "3" A recovers- go through all simple parries as above.

2. On "1" A extends and hinges- 13 parries (ripostes)
On "2'' A recovers

Circle and half-circle parries may be done as above.

Teaching Suggestions

I. To have the proper mechanical relationship between the
defending and the attacking blades, the hand must be breast high
and the point at least the height of the mouth (forehead).

2. The hand travels laterally and the point with it far enough to
close the line.

3. To make circular parries, use the finger (or wrist) to make the
circle. The point returns to its starting point, passing uncial the
opposing blade.
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Advanced Techniques

HUGO M. CASTELLO
New York University

New York, New York

CHARLES R. SCHMITTER
Michigan State University

East Lansing, Michigan

I. Compound at tacks
A. 1-2 feint of disengage and deceive a simple parry
B. Double feint 01 disengage and deceive a circular parry
C. 1-2 km-high and vice versa in both inside and outside

lines
D. Coupe and deceive Coupe and double

. Beat and deceive Beat and double, etc.
( ompound parries (any combination using more than tine
pan y
A. fwo or more simple parries- 4-6, 6-4, etc.
B. Simple and circular and vice versa simple 4, counter 4,

simple 6, counter 6, etc., and vice versa
C. rwo or more circular parries counter 4 counter 4,

counter 6 counter 6, etc
D. Simple and half circle simple 4 half circle to 7, simple 6

half cncle to S, etc., and vice versa
. Counter and half circle counter 4 half circle back to 7,

counter 6- half circle back to S.
M. indirect and compound ripostes

Disengage 1-2 double, etc.
IV. Stop thrust- time thrust countertime

V. Actions on the blade
VI. Attacks on the march advance and lunge. 13alestia lunge

VII. Remise reprise

Teaching Progressions
Cr intiwund panzes. Else organ., ational patterns from "Basle

Defense- with additional counts. 111C parries may later be practiced
by having the attacker recover and parry while the defender ripostes
with a lunge. lanes may later be alternated by combining counter
with h simple pai
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('nnpound fa( ks. Organize as in defense except now attack.

1-2 form 2 Imes A and B engaged m 4
1. On "1 A extends and disengages

On "2" B parries -A evades and lunges
On "3" A recovers go through all compound attacks as above

2. On "1" A extends and B parries A deceives and lunges
On "2" A recovers

Teaching Suggestions

lo execute effective compound parries, practice to develop a
feeling for the place at which one would expect to encounter the
opposing blade, if it is not met, it will not be, so parry again with
simple, counter, or half circle. Retreaters (chronic) may be forced to
pair), by placing then on guard with the back foot against the wall.
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Good Fencing Through Good Footwork

GEORGE SANTEL LI
Salle d'Armes

New York, New York

In today's competitive fencing. speed is of the utmost
importance Io achieve speed, good tootwoik and proper bzlance
are prime requisites It is. therefore. essential to begin with good
form. A fencer who is placed properly in the en pule position and is
able to move treely both in and from this position, should be able to
develop speed and ultimate competence in tournaments

lhe classical en garde position calls for right angle placement of
the feet with the heels about one and one-half feet apart he knees
are bent out wail so that an n nigmary line could be drawn I iron the
knee to Just foiward of the arch of each foot Body weight should be
eveoly distributed between both legs with the torso erect and in
perfect profile I-iom th:. very beginning it should be stressed that
the head be held erect and in line with the spine, profiled as the
torso, with no tendency to lean either forward. hacku.ard, or
especially, sideways Shoulders should be rela\cl with the weapon
arm slightly extended 1 he upper part of the re e arm is held slightly
below shoulder height with the forearm bent at right angles to it,
and the hand held in a neat but relaxed position prom this basic
position, the fencer will make all her moves and will ref urn to t his
P051 tion when a movement is completed. It is most important, there-
fore, that the position be maintained correctly and that pupil or
teacher make no astempt to alter it for the sake of comfort I his
stance has evolved through the centimes as the one most practical
for fencing, and if properly t.,",en it should also be the most com-
fortable As the legs strengthei and develop, there will be no
problems in holding the stance for long periods of time

the fencer moves forward with an ad-an( e and backward with a
retteat. fo advance, the front foot is lifted oid moved ahead and the
back foot is ..lso lifted and placed down so that the fencer has
moved forward a distance of approximately one foot Si- e arrives at
her new destination in her original stance Ilus Is most important
the distance between the feet should never vary from that of the
original en garde position I he reheat is the reverse of the advance
back foot is lifted, placed down, front foot follows, and original
position is regained. At no time should tliere by any shuffling or
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sliding of the to 't, nor should the feet he lifted too high off the
ground one inch _ quite enough. Hie advance and retreat should,
therefore, he crisp and tidy steps.

The ;ling(' requires a rapid forward movement of the front foot,
with the body being propelled forward by a swift extension of the
rear leg. The rear aim is snapped straight in a line parallel to the hack
leg, and the front arm is extended as the front foot begins to leave
the ground, or slightly before, but never later. The movement of the
forward foot when it meets the ground after an advance or lunge
should always be one of heel first, precisely as we would take an
ordinary step in walking, the heel arrives first and the foot rolls
down until it assumes a flat -to- the - ground positron. Walking is a very
natural thing, the foot work movements described here will also
become natural if practiced sufficiently and correctly.

Line drills should be given ft equently to the beginning fencer. By
constant practice of the ads trace, retreat, and lunge. th, young
fencer will be able to move easily in his later fencing endeavors. Foot
exercises can be vaned -a serves of advances can be followed by a
lunge, alter recovery, a retreat and a lunge, or two retreats, one
advance and ltdige Any combination of the baste steps can be used.
Ilowever, the pupil should always maintain her lunge foi a scatted or
tw t. I his wilt develop strength in her leg% and increase the sense of
balance. Since the cxerieses are done On command, the instructor
should attempt to vary not only the movements, but also the speed
with which the command is given. This will avoid any kind of
mechanical execution and will keep the fencer concentrating on not
only the particular lovernent, but also when it should be done.
Doring the drill the Instructor can and should ir..ke frequent breaks
to correct any error ni form or execution. 'I' will jive the fencer a
test period which is quite nee,ssary in exercises like these. brrors
will be quite common among begin iers and the instructor should be
particularly aware of the following mistakes which can, if done
consistently without correction, result in stunting the fencer's
stli not only fora short period, but possibly for es er.

Here are some key errors.

Starting the lunge with the bony fits,. By doing this the fencer not
only disturbs the entire balance of the movement, but will present
her opponent with a nice itncy target long before her 20111'
approaches her adversary.

Letting the head drift over to the Once the head is not held
correctly, a weight shift exists. It r. quite simple for the fencer to
compensate lo. the shift but as she does the she puts ,,dditional
strain on muscles (particularly shou der muscles' which should be
left free 101" easy con; of of the IA l'ap( 11,
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defeuding and deexuve the expected parry with a second soli,,; so
that you can now make a femt of a str.aght-thrust, disengage,
one-two. double, a cut-over, a disengage to the high or low line, and
50 00.

If this compound attack works, keep using tt until it tails. It may
fail either because your opp nent no longer parries the fast action
Or because she parries both actions. If she no longer parries the first
act ion, return to your direct attacks, If a second parry is added, you
may deceive that one also, but be careful not to get too eompheated
or you may be hit before you complete your attack.

By limiting yourself to one or two all:less you provide ample
opportunity to perfect such actions in a booting situation. his
means that when the opportunity arrives, you must immediately
seize that opportunity to score. By USW' a given attack agun and
again you will gain confidence in your ability to use it when you
really need a touch. Whenever you practice boutmg keep your
attacks relatnely simple. Use two or three actions until they work
well for you.

It is important to feel confident of scoring when you attack. It
you entertain the %lightest doubt of the success of an attack, you arc
liable to withdraw an instant before you reach. You may also attack
with enough hesitation to slow your action so that ;t lacks Oh drive
necessary to score. A direct attack must be made with conviction in
order to be effective.

It is also essential to know your lunging distance. If you are out
of distance it is i waste of energy to make an attack stitch will tall
short of the target. Fencers often 'crux just out of distanee. aml
they often retreat out of distance as a part of their defense, so it is
important to learn to make an effective d(14,110.5-attack or halICSIN-
attack. The beginner often makes the mistake of fencing too close to
her opponent. Although you will not have to work so hard to reach
from closer position, you are more easily hit when you are close. II
you make a full lunge from less than lunging distance, yot
probably miss your target, so learn the correct distance and o not
carelessly allow yourself to be drawn too do,e.

Defense

co avoid ;icing touched is th- first objective in homing. Any lune
s;)ent in developing small, :teat, nut effective panics will be time well
sped

Try not to parry feints unless you use a lid- ty of panne . Your
opponent w,":i i.el you out by mak :g feints so try to confuse ber by
changing your reactions. Try to parry when th- lunge is on its way,
then, make it fast and clean. "this makes it dillicult to plan
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compound attacks against you. Add this to changing distance and
you will be difficult to hit.

Don't be afraid to retreat out of distance of an attack, but never
go farther back than necessary or too much ground will be lost and a
riposte may be impossible. By stepping just out of range you can
make a fast parry and riposte to score before your opponent fully
recovers her thstancv.

Keep on the move. If you plant yourself in one spot, even if you
move your hand, you allow the other fencer to get set which
usually a mistake. You may also find It hard to move dynamically
from a state of immobility. If you move often and n a relaxed. light
way. you will find you ate ready to move at an! moment the need
or opportunity arises. By being animus ready to move your pleasure
m fencing will increase as you become more alert to any and all
possibilities.

Focus your eyes on the center of your opponent's target rather
than on the blade. File blade moves too far and too fast to see well.
If your eyes follow a large, lateral movement of the blade. the r )Int
can return to line quicker than your eyes so you may miss a critical
action. By lot using on a central point you will De able to see the
whole action develop rather than just a segment of it.

These nes to bottling strategy only scratch the surface of an
interesting subject. Try to use this in'ormation as a guide line from
which to expand. Sound strategy wills for sound techipue. In a
word. keep it simple and neat.
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Part II. Attacks

8. Attack
9. Simple indirect

10. Attack of one blade !um emen,
Press

12. Double
' Direct attack
14. Preparation

Part Ill. Parries

15. 1-2
16. Parry
17, ('ounter- quarte (: ttht-handed)
13,. Parry used for conk
19. Parry siXte
20. Semi-circular
21. ('ounter-quarte (.. .-handed)

a.
b.
c.
('
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Straight thrust
Preparatiod
Bind
Lunge
Compound
Simple
Offensive action
Coupe
Riposte

a. Opposition
b. Clockwise
c. Offensive action
d. Lateral
e. Defensive action
t. Counterclockwise
g. Counter
h. Parry scptime
t. Parry ((unite

Part IV. Terms and Rules
Select the best answer to the question ;ad place the cor-

responding letter on the blank in front of the question.
22. new, is the valid target area in foil for both 1»"11 and

women"
a. Ilitire jacket plus bib 01 mask
b. Area between neck and groin, minus arms
c. 1 xtended jacket, front and back, plus bib.

3. In winch hies is the hand held in supmation9
a. 1 .6,7 c.
o. 2,3,5.1 d. 4,6,3,5

c. 1.2.4.7

24. Which of the lollowing lines, one high and one Ion ic-
company each ((Ow: on the body''
a.6andli c. 4 and 3
b. 4 and 6 d. 3 and 5.

25_ It yon are protecting the low inside line with the hand in
m11)111001), you are on guard in which line''
a. Prime c. Septum.
1), Octave (1. ()uarte.
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26. When protecting the low outside line with the hand in
pionation, a person is on guard in which line'
a. Sccondc c. Septime
b. Octave d. Sixte

27. Which lines are closest to tl.e nonfoil arm"
a. 4 and 6 7 and S
b. 6 and 8 d. 7 and 4,

28. flow must a valid touch in foil be scored')
a. On the body
b. With the foible of the blade
c. On the Jacket
d. With the tip,

29. When is the number of touches ordinarily required for
victory in women's and men's
a 4 for women. 5 'di men
b. The Sante. four touches
c. 3 for women, 4 for men.

30. flow is a riposte defined''
a. An attach
b. An offensive action after any parry
c. A defensive action
d, An offensive action following a succ.,ssful counter parry
c An offensive action following a successful parry.

31. What are the two types of ripostes'?
a. Simple and compound
b. Straight thrust and riposte
c. Disengage and parry
d. Immediate and compound.

32. What is a stop - thrust?
a. A counter offensive action
b. Used to gain a pen
C., A ITIVVS before the final movement v, a compound attack

is initiated
d. Anticipates the line of k and closes it in such a way

as to hit tbo opponent.

and 13 we fent mg In On foliott me snuanonc.

33. hence' A disengages and It Is tenet r 13 at the s.une time that
13 parries, in ISSeS the Mad: but r posies and touches A
instant later. What is the i'ecision''
a. Touch against 13 e. Nithutg done
b. Touch against A d.
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34. Fencer B executes a Fencer A parries and ripostes.
Fencer B parties the riposte and hits A's atilt with her
riposte. What is the decision'
a. Touch against A c. hutch against B
b. Foul d. Nothing done.

35. Fencer A disengages with a bent arm tnd hits with bent
arm, Fencer 13 at the sa:ne instant does a 1-2 conectly and
hits A. What is the decision''
a. rouLh against B t. Nothi ig done
b Foul d. 'touch against A.

36, Fencer A perloims a souk- coupe- disengage. Fencer B
parries an opposition, lateral, and lateral parries. Fencer A
decenes the final lateral pair). and hits B What attack has
tenter A used to hit 13''
a. Uouk-coupe-disengage
b. Coitk-couk-double
C. Coule-couk-1-2

Couk-coupe-di ngage-straigait thrust.

37. Fencer 13 does a beat intending It, attack with a beat-
disengage. At the moment fencer B beats the blade tenter
A extends her arm and hits 13. What is the decision'
a, 'touch on A, attack was :mat- disengage
b. Nothing done
c Touch. on 13, attack was a stop-thrust

touch on 13ithick was a in»e-thrust.

38. Fencer B disengages Fencer A patties but delays her
tidoste. B remains on the Innge and hits A. What attack was
used''
a, Disengage e Remise
b, RedolNement d. Snaight thrust.

39 Fence! A executes a tountei. lateral, and a lateral party in
order, and stops the attack. What attack has fence! B used'
a. 1-2-3 c. Double-I-2
b. Double-disengage d. I -2- double.

40. Fence! 13 executes a lateral. a counter and a lateral parry
and stops the attack, What attack has fencer A used"
a. ('onte-disengage
It. Coupe-double
C. Double-dismgage
tl. 1);sevage-double-disengage.
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Part V. Fencing Situations

In the following series select the best answer to each qu,!stion and
place the corresponding let, r on the blank in front of the question.
Three touches constitute a bout.

41. A and 13 ale fencing. B touches A. A touches B Inunedlately
following a touch on the arm. B touches A with the tlat of
tine blade. The time limit is reached, flaw is the bout
scored?

a.

c

d.

A

11

W

42. C and I) are fencing. 1) touches (' C touches I). I) touches
C. (' disengages and hits I) but I) does a (line thrust and hits
C. I) disengages. C panics. I) goes on in and hit, while still

the lunge. Ilow is the bout scored')

C 1)

Ill
I.

1 l)

II 111

43. A and I) arc fencing. A touches IL A touches D. I) touches
A. 1) touches A. 'Inner limit is leached. The bout is begun
again an.. A forces I) ott the strip after a warning has been
given. Ilow is the bout scored''
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b.

C.

A I)

II 11
W L

I I_.. i incomplete

44. B and C at,. fenehig. B and (' touch simultaneoesly. Jouble
touch is ruled by the director. B stops before the command
"halt.' is given and is .11,inediatek, touched by C. B touches
C atter a foul is con milted. C touches B. 13 tuts C with the
flat of the blade and then with the tip. (' touches 13. Time
limit is reached. flow is the bout s«mP

E C

a, I I I I

L NN

b. I 1J I I

I. W

1 . 1 1 1 1 I I

I, NV

d. I l l II
W

4S. In questions 39 through 42, whi:h person w ,.1 I i

tournament'' i dell prison had two bt,tit,.
a. A c. ('
b. B O. D.
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A Fencing Knowledge Test

HERTA FRIEDRICH
17288 Taylor Lane

Occidental, California

The knowledge test which following was devised to test college
students who have concluded a course in fenci; consisting of thirty
40-nunnte sessions. The content ol the course is as follows,

I. Footwork and basic body positions

I n guardc
Lunge and recovery
Advance; retreat
Advance and lunge. retreat and lunge
Lunge, recovery forwaid, and second ;tinge

II. Offensive Teelmiqt.e,;

A, Attacks
Direct: 1 !mist beat thrust
Indirect: Disengage: beat disengage
Composite. One. two

One, two, three
Feints followed by deceive of duet( parry
Double I fend of disengage fe'lowed by de-

em C of count 1-parry)

Pressure. Coulr or glide
Bind
Fnvelopment

B. Ripostes
I Direct 2 Disengage 3. One, 1%%0

Ill. Defensive Techniques. blench lames (4, 6 also low line)
I Dnect 2 Counter 3. Oppos on

IV Analysis 0.1 appiopt late deft .isc (u offense to be used against
various le( hniques and weaknesses to loran.

V. Knowledge of Rules
Costume and equipment
Terminology
Scoling

Judging touches
Right ol way
Directing
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The course content is covered through the following methods'

Analysis. demonstration and practice of techniques and of simple
fencing situations and tactics

Distribution of mimeographed fencing terminology*
Discussion of rules and officiating
Fencing competition conducted by and among the students

FENCING KNOWLEDGE TEST

I. DIRECTIONS: Write T before the statement it it is true. W to
before the statement if wholly or partially false.

(Ft 1. The primary function of the director is to Judge
materiality of touches.

(F) 2. The director may only halt the bout upon receiving a
signal to do so from a Judge.

(T) 3. When a fencer has her arm extended and her point
threatens her opponent's valid target, the opponent must
execute an action on the blade in order to gain the rigl.t

T)
of way.

( 4. The rules require the tip of the foil to be taped at all
times.

5. After any halt by the director, action is always resumed
at the center of the strip.

(E) 6. When fencers are placed on guard before the signal to
fence, they should be pCSItioned so that their foils are in
contact.

('I') 7. There is no limit to the number of fouls a fencer may
Score.

(F) 8. During a bout the femers change sides each time ode of
the fencers has scored ' \vo touches.

(F) 9. The Judges should mg the director to halt only wh
good touches are scored.

(F) 10. During a competition a fencer should call "Touch'',
whenever she th'iks tier opponent has touched.

(T) I 1. Penalty touches are never subtiacted from the offending
fencer's score but are added to licr opponent's.

(T) 12. Against a pressure attack in which the attaekei has
gained control of her opponent's weapon, the app;o
prate defensive action would be a coupler-parry.

(I) 13. When one fencer parries an atlas]: but does not lipostc,
thew is no need for the other to parry in order to gain
the tight of way.

NS GWS, Official Individual Sports Glade, .952-54, p. ill.
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A 11 C

A
1111

-Cc--
1

1,

13

C

11

I I I 1 1 1 1 1

1

1.

W W

(T) 14. According
touches.

(F) 15. According

11. COMPLETION
(simple indirect) 1.

(simple direct) 2.

(pressure) 3.

(composite) 4.
(simple indirect) 5.

(11/2) 6.
(5 min.) 7.

(parry) 8.

(riposte) 9.

(sabre, epee) 10.

(deceive)

(feint) 12.

to the score sheet "A" has defeated "B" by 2

to the score sheet "C" has lost two bouts.

The disengage lunge is an example of a
attack.

Beat lunge is an example of a
attack.
The coule or glide is an example of a
attack.
The "I, 2" is an example of a It tack.
Beat disengage lunge is an example of a . . ..
. . . . . . . . attack.
The director has a numerical vote of
The time limit for an official women's bout is
. ..... . .. . .. .
A defensive movement that blocks or deviates
an offensive action is a
An offensive action made by a fencer who has
just parried an attack is a
The two fencing weapons used in men's com-
petition, other than foil, are and

Fencer A avoids Fencer B's attempted beat by
disengaging. This is called a .
Fencer A extends in the inside line in an
attempt to provoke Fencer B to open her
oustide line. The technique used by Fencer
A is called a .
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(ready, Fence) 13.

(stop-thrust) 14.

(loss of touch) 15.

(point in line) 16.

(double touch) 17.

(no change) 18.

(raised hand) 19.

(la belle) 20.

Once the fencers are on guard, the director
asks, " - ?" and follows with the
order, "
If a fencer simply extends her arm during her
opponent's attack she is making a
The penalty for crossing the rear limit of O,
strip with booth feet while retreating is .. .

When a fencer has her arm extended and her
point threatens her opponent's valid target,
she is said to have
When there is no right of way and both
fencers have touched, the decision should be

When there is no right of way and both
fencers have touched, the result to the score
is
The judge's signal to the director to call a
halt is
The final touch in a three-all bout is called

Ill. DIRECTIONS. Choose the one best answer to the following
statements.
Write the number of the answer selected in the space provided.

(3) 1. Fencer A extends in the inside line: Fencer B maintains a
closed outside line. An appropriate attack for Fencer A
would be:

I. Disengage lunge 2. One, two lunge
3. Beat disengage lunge

(3) 2. Fencer A attacks; Fencer B uses an opposition parry and
makes no immediate attempt to riposte. An appropriate
action for Fencer A would be:

1. Direct parry and riposte 2. Release pressure and
recover

3. Counter-parry and riposte

(2) 3. Fencer A always attempts to parry as quickly as
Possible. Her parries usually conclude with a downward
action. Against such an opponent one should use:

I. Beat attack
2. One, two attack
3. Direct attack
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(3) 4. Fencer A attacks, Fencer B parries;
Fencer A disengages, Fencer B parries. An appropriate
action for Fencer A would be:

1. Counter-parry and riposte
2. Disengage riposte
3. One, two riposte

(1) 5. Fencer A beats in the inside line. Fencer B involuntarily
responds toward the beat. An appropriate attack for
Fencer A would be:

1. Beat disengage lunge
2. Beat lunge
3. Disengage beat lunge

IV. DIRECTIONS: The illustration below represents a fencing
strip. The letters indicate the positions of judges and fencers.
For questions #1 and #2 select the letters which will make the
statements correct and write the selected letters in the space
before the question.

(A, D)

(A, C)

A C

X Y

B D

1, Fencers X and Y are both right-handed. If
only two judges are being used, those judges
would stand at and

2. Fencer X is right handed, Fencer Y is left-
handed. If only two judges are being used,
those judges would stand at ..... . . and

Directions for #3-#10: Select from the following list of poy
sit le decisions, the decision which will make the statement cor-
rect and write it in the space before the question.

Touch for X No touch Double touch
Touch for Y Abstain Foul

(Touch for X) 3. Fencer X attacks Fencer Y. When questioned
by the director, Judge A and Judge B each
say, "Touch". The director is convinced that
the attack was foul. The director's decision
should be:
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(No Touch) 4. Fencer X attacks Fencer Y. When question-
ed by the director, Judge A and Judge B
each say, "Touch". The director is con-
vinced that the attack was foul. The
director's decision should be:

(Touch-X) 5. Fencer X attacks Fencer Y. When question-
ed by the director. Judge A votes "Touch,"
Judge_ B abstains, the director votes. "No
touch". The director's decision will be.

(Touch-Y) 6. Fencer X extends and hinges. As X hinges,
Fencer Y simultaneously extends her arm.
Judge A and Judge B each say, "Touch".
Judges C and D say, "Foul". The director's
decision will be:
Fencer X attacks Y, Y parries and ripostes.
Judge A says, "No touch." Judge B abstains.
the director has no opinion. Judge C says,
"Touch," Judge I) abstains. the director has
no opinion. The director's decision will be

(Touch-X) 7. The tip of the foil lands on Fencer Y's back
shoulder.
The judge's vote should he:

(Touch-X) 8. The tip of the toil lands on the chest of
Fencer Y, but the attack was with a bent
arm. The judge's vote should he:

(Touch-X) 9. The tip lands on the bib of Y's mask. The
judge's vote should be:

(Abstain) 10. There is a bend in Fencer X's foil but the tip
of the foil is not visible to the judge. The
judge's vote should be:
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Bower Test of General Fencing Ability

MURIEL BOWER
San Fernando Valley State College

Northridge, California

This test of general fencing ability can be used to obtain class
ranking. it includes elements of attack and defense, speed, timing.
and a degree of strategy. It is a round robin test, each participant
being tested with all others, although a class may be divided into
pools of si:: or seven to save time. Fencers with the highest number
of wins are first, etc.

Materials Needed

Chalk, pencils, running scoresheets, one master scoreshect for
each pool, a 3 x 5 inch card (or any 5 inch measure), and regulation
fencing equipment.

Duties of the Participants

The class works in groups of three:. with any number of three
being tested at once. Thus a pool of six would have two groups of
three each working at the same time.

The Defender is required to conic on guard with her back foot
against the wall. She has to defend herself against five attacks with
any parry or parries she chooses. After five attacks, she changes
places and becomes the attacker.

The Attacker has to determine her lunging distance by finding
how far from the defender she can stand in a guard position and still
reach the defender's target with a full lunge. When this distance is
determined, the scorer draws a chalk "starting hoe" along the inner
border of the attacker's rear foot, Another line is drawn five inches
nearer the wall from the starting line. This is designated as the "foul
line."

The attacker then has to come on guard with her back foot
behind the starting line, She is required to make five attacks in her
own time. each one beginning from behind the starting line, Any
attack may be used. providing it is made with a continuous forward
motion. This means that an attack, once begun. has to be continued.
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There can be no false starts, although feints are allowed provided
that they are a part of the attack.

At the conclusion of each attack, the rear foot has to be on the
floor behind the foul line. This is to assure aproper lunge attack.

After five attacks, the attacker changes places with the opponent
and becomes the defender. Two practice attacks may be made
before scoring.

The Scorer marks the chalk lines for each attacker. She also keeps
score on the running scoresheet which is supplied to each group of
three. The scorer also makes sure that the rear foot of the attacker
remains behind the foul line, and that the attack is continuous. She
should call out scores as they are recorded.

Scoring

1. One point is awarded to the attacker for each attack which results
in a valid hit before the parry is executed. The blade cannot be
replaced after a parry or a miss. A hit has to be made with the tip
of the point against the valid target.

2. One point is awarded to the defendei for each parry which suc-
cessfully dz:lects the attack so that the point does not land. If the
blade lands on a foul area after being deflected from the target it
is counted as a successful parry.

3. A 7erc, is awarded if the attack fails to reach the target or lands
on a foul area without being parried. If the attacker's foot passes
over the foul line and the attacker is good, a zero is recorded. If a
faulty attack is parried, the point is awarded to the defender.

Order of Testing. The sequences of tests is determined by the Order
of Bouts as set forth in the AFLA Rules.

Master Scoresheets. One sheet for each pool should be retained by
the test administrator. This should be an official APIA scoresheet.
Scores arc transferred from running scoresheets to these to simplify
in the evaluation of results.

Reliability for this test was determined from the correlation of
scores resulting from two consecutive days of testing, using the same
subjects in the same order on each day. Fifty-one students at the
University of Southern California were tested. Reliability obtained
by the Pearson Product-Moment method was found to be .821 ±.046.

Validity was obtained by -.:omparing test results with results of
round robin tournaments. Forty-eight students .vere tested in this
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way. Students were divided into pools of five and six. The tourna-
ment was fenced during the thirteenth and fourteenth weeks of the
students' first semester of fencing anJ the test was administered on
the fifteenth week with the students competing against the same
people in each case. Validity, as obtained by the Pearson Product
Moment method of determining correlation, proved to be .802 ±.063.

RUNNING SCORESHEET

Place the number of each player in the second column as she is
ready to begin the test. The number is taken from the fencer's
position on the master scoresheet.
a. The attacker's number should be entered on the first line for

each test and the defender's number on the second line.
L. After five attacks the first defender becomes the new attacker.

2. In the next five squares enter the number of the scoring fencer
for each attack. In the example, the attacker, No. 6, scored first.
The defender, No. 7, scored next. On the third attempt neither
scored so an "0" was recorded.

3. Total the points for each fencer in the Total column, listing the
player's number, then the total score. There is a posiible 10
points for a fencer.

Test Player
No. No.

1 6 6

_ _7 L6

EXAMPLE

Trial Number Total

1 st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th No. Scor

7 0

7 7

6

7

7 6 3

0 7
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Trial Number Total
Test Player
No. No. 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th No. Scor

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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Criteria for Rating Selected SkiEs
of Foil Fencing

LYNNE FAULEY EMERY
California Polytechnic College

Pamona, California

Development of Rating Scale

1. Basic techniques. and descriptive analysis of each, were
selected according to authors of various fencing books.

2. A questiomure seas sent to members of the 1956-58 DGWS
Fencing Committee for approval and/or suggestions on the order and
analysis of skills.

3. The skills to be included and their analysis were compiled.
Each item included was selected by a majority of the committee
niembers.

4. Validation occurred by ranking the score of the rating scale
against the jury of experts' rating of each skill on each subject.

5. A correlation was run between totaled judges' scores and the
score received on the rating scale. The correlation was 0.8+.

Administration of Rating Scale

I. One student is tested at a time except when attacks and parries
are tested.

2, A check is placed by the skill analysis if specific part is
preset) t

3. A mark is placed beside good, fair, or poor. To receive good
rating. no more than one part of the analysis should be lacking.

4. Number value is assigned each skill: 3 = good. 2 = fair. I =
poor. These marks are totaled with a perfect score being 21.

5. Letter grades are assigned on this basis' A = above 1.5 standard
deviations above mean. B = 0.5 to 1.5 standard deviations above
mean C = 0 5 standard deviations from mean. I) = 0.5 to 1.5
standard deviations below mean. F = below ;.5 standard deviations
from mean.

Letter grades: A = 21: B = 10-20; = 16-18. I) = 14-15, F =
below 14. T scores' 21 = 'I' score of 74; 20 = T score of 68; 19 =
score of 62. 18 = T score of 56, 17 = T scow of 48, 16 = T score of
44; 15 = T score of 38:14 = T score of 32, 13 = T score of 26.
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Rating Scale For Beginning Fencing Skills

Direct ions

A. Check .n the space provided each skill with a subjective rating
of good, fair, or poor.

B. Use a check to indicate correct performance and a minus for
incorrect performance on the breakdown of each skill (in the space
provided).

C. Additional comments may be written in the space on the
extreme right.

I. On Guard. Good_; Fair _, Poor Comments on
form performance

Still breakdown.

A, Foil arm
1. Elbow, comfortable distance from waist
2. Pommel, flat on wrist

_3. !land, supinated
__4, Point, in line with opponent's eyes

B. Non-foil arm
_5. Upper arm parallel with floor
._6. Forearm at right angles
_7. Hand relaxed toward head

C. Upper body
_8. Foil side of body toward opponent

_9. Trunk erect, head toward opponent
10. flips tucked under

D. Lower extremities
11. Feet at right angles
12. Distance two foot lengths
13. Right foot toward opponent

._14. Knees over insteps
15. Right knee toward opponent

II. Advance. Good_; Fair_; Poor_
A. Lower extremities

I. Right foot lift first, heel touches first
2. Lett foot one movement

_3. Both feet move close to floor, no sliding

-a
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Ill. Lun:re: Good_ Fair Poor_
A. boil arm

I. Extended shoulder high
2. Hand supinated

B. Non-foil arm
_3. Ann straightened
_4. Palm turned up
C. Lower extra! lines
_5. Right ft )1 I ,rward, straight line toward opponent
_6. Right knee over instep, toward opponent
_7. Left foot flat on floor
_8. Left knee and leg straight

IV. Disengage Good_; Fair_, Poor
_I. On guard position

2. Foil arm extended
_3. Drop foil arm around opponent's hell guard in same

movement as arm extension
_4. Lunge
_5. Movement continuous and done with fingers

V. ParryLateral: Good : Fair , Poor
_I. On guard position
_2. Hand half-supination throughout
_3. Middle of blade against opponent's middle
_4. Blade moved enough to covet line being ittaelsed
_5. Hand level no change

VI. ParryCounter: Good._; Fair , Poor .

1. On guard position
_2. Circle made by finger tenon
_3. Small circle
_4. Last three fingers
_5. Courser parry (mane counterclockwise
_6. Counter perry sixte clockwise

7. Ilan(' .evel no change

VII. Riposte --Srr ple: Good_; Fair Poor
_1. On 1,, ird position

2. Folio,' successful parry, no delay
3. Arm extended it needed

_4. Lunge if needed
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Officiating

Women as Fencing Officials

MIGUEL DE CAPRILES
New York University

New York, New York

Both in the United States and internationally, women have only
recently been accepted as qualified officials for formal noncollegmte
fencing competitions, and then only in the women's foil event~
They are few in number a much smaller proportion of the total
female fencing population than one might expect. The most recently
printed edition of the Statutes of the Intermit tonal Fencing
Federation lists only one woman among Class 2 directors (a
Bulgarian who is primarily an administrator) and none in the top
category (('lass 3). A few years ago, under a somewhat different
system, the international list included such famous world champions
Is the late Karen Lachmann of Denmark, Ilona Fick of Ilungary, and
Irene Camber of Italy. There are women in the national roster of
fencing officials in the United States, Australia, Finland, France,
Great Britain, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Mexico, Poland, and the
U.S.S.R.

Good officiating requires a sound knowledge of the competitive
game, a mastery of the rules of competition, and a judicial
temperament. I think it can he demonstrated that nom of these
qualities is the exclusive property of the masculine sex.

First. it would be pointed out that the quality of women's toil
fencing cannot be measured solely by whether foilswomen can beat
foilsmen, factors other than knowledge of the game affect the result.
Actually, there have been times in fencing, as in tennis, when the
difference in competitive quality was negligible. For example (Mem
Mayer in her prune could beat many of the best foilsmen in the
world, and it was the consensus of experienced observers at the 1967
World Championships in Montreal that the technical quality of the
fencing in the women's final had seldom been surpassed in recent
male or female foil competition. Furthermore. it is not necessary to
be a top-flight competitor to be an absolutely first-rate fencing Judge
or director, Many of the highest-rated international officials on the
Class 3 list never reached top competitive rank in their countries.
Conversely, an astonishingly tinge proportion of world and national
champions never amount( I to much as fencing officials There are
fencers who know the game thoroughly but lack the physical or
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temperamental capacity to win gold medals, and there are excellent
fencers who do not have the interest or the patience to become good
officials.

The two skills, though related, are quite separate, yet they do
have an important factor in common: There are no "natural"
fencers, ind there are no "natural" officials. One has to learn how to
fence, and one has to learn to officiate.

1 ain inclined to think that the major reason why there are not
more recognized women officials in fencing is that few of them ever
go to the trouble of learning how to officiate. It is not possible in
this brief article to suggest in detail a training program for good
fencing officials, but the main points are the three to which refer-
ence has already been made:

1. Acquile a thorough knowledge of the gainee.g.. read up on
the theory of fencing: attend e..!ly co" ,petition possible and follow
the actions of the best fencers so that there can be instant identifi-
cation of the attack, parry, riposte, remise, counter-aitaA, etc.,
observe carefully the handling of a formal bout by a competent
president of Jury, preferably in the company of an experienced
official who can help analyze actions as they happen, and in general
talk, breathe, and live fencing at every opportunity.

2, Acquire a thorough knowledge of the rule' e.g., read and
reread the rules book, participate in various tests and quizzes given
in judging schools and often published in such periodicals as
American Fencing, and discuss moot or controversial points with
experienced ol rends.

3. Develop it ludural ettaiak toward officiating assimments
-e.g., train your mind to divorce itself from the identity of the
competitors, lookmg only to an impersonal contestant on your left
and an equally impersonal contestant on your right, remember that
the overwhelming minority of officiating situations are basically
simple and well defined, so that you must be letter-pei feet in
handling the commonplace before you can deal confidently with t
rare, esoteric situation, volunteer for duty at any and all levels of
competition as a means of serving your apprenticeship until your
reputation brings reward of assignment to the higher rounds,
cultivate humility ny realizing that the principal actors on the
competitive stage are the fencers and not the officials: and exercise
Your functions with a calm authority, aloof 110111 debate with the
competitors, that inspires confidence in your decisions.

Thew are many excellent women fudges in the state and federal
systems of the United States. There is no reason why we ',humid not
have equally fine, judge like, feminine oft in fencing.
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Officiating for the Beginner

TOMMY F. ANGELL
50 Florida Avenue

Berkeley, California

It has frequently been said that it takes five years of fencing
experience to make a good fencer, ten years to make a good judge,
and fifteen years to make a good director. If such be true (there are
those who say it takes longer), there is strong reason for teaching the
beginning fencer something about judging and directing as soon as
she is ready to face her opponent on the strip. All too often bolding
is started with little or no instruction being given in the skills of
conducting a bout. Nothing being said as to the how, what and why
of officiating, judges (if any) lag along uncomp,,liendingly or are
completely disinterested; and the so-called bout either ends up as a
jab-all or drags on interminably because of the lack of direction
which is often the case in beginning classes.

The advantages in learning officiating techniques are threefold:
First, for the individual herself, they help to develop leadership

and quickness of decision. The fencer begins to learn to sort out the
maze of thrusts, ripostes, disengages and remises of a complex bout
and soon can begin to analyze and place in sequence the movements
of the fencer. This in turn helps her to analyze her own boutmg
techniques and helps her to think more quickly when she in turn is
fencing. And the discussions which invariably arise out of early ef-
forts to judge and direct the bout help to develop a greater interest
in the sport. In addition, as a spectator the fencer will have a greater
appreciation of the function of the bout as a whole particularly if
she has an opportunity to attend local tournaments in her area.
Judging and directing give an awareness and feeling for the sport
which cannot always be gleaned from bolding alone, and moreover,
it is fun.

Second. a jury is indispensable to the good conduct of the bout
itself. Without a jury the bout may lag or get out of control, fencing
may become wild and corps-a-corps too frequent; touches may be
called incorrectly or not at all. From a fencer's viewpoint there is no
real bout without the jury, for it adds the touch of officiality to the
winning or losing of the bout. In the heat of battle it is difficult, or
almost impossible, for the fencers themselves to determine whether a
given touch was good or flat, directly foul or parried foul, or who hit
fast if both fencers have hit somewhere. To truly determine who
gamed the point and who is the eventual victor, an impartial and
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well-trained jury is indispensable; and to have a well-trained jury,
instruction must be started at an early stage.

Third, judges who have been taught the basic fundamentals of
judging and directing are an asset in their own classes and to the
fencing community as a whole. Because of their understanding of
the function of the bout they can perform such duties as timing and
scoring in the course of the tournament and can, after practice in
their own classes, help to judge the local tournaments. It is quite a
burden on participating fencers to have to judge their own tourna-
ments, and extra judges are always in demand. It should be
emphasized that to be a good judge one does not necessarily have to
be an outstanding fencer. Needless to say, since it takes so long,
compar.tively, to develop an accurate sense of timing for judging
and directing, the sooner it is taught, the better.

The time factor should not, however, discourage fencing
instructors from making an effort to teach officiating. It may look
like a difficult or impossible undertaking in a beginning group. but
basically, it is simple. Most teachers, of necessity, devote some time
to the rules of fencing in their class programs, and officiating
logically follows the rules discussion. A few suggestions are included
here for the convenience of teachers who have not heretofore
inel,ded officiating in their fencing program, or who have tended to
sli It it as being of little importance.

Since officiating is an incident of bouting, it should be started at
approximately the same time. However,. before the student takes her
position on the strip as a member of the jury, the following points
should have been covered in class discussion:

1. The valid target. Emphasize that a good touch can be made on
the back and on the neck. Also point out that the hip line may be
difficult to deternnne and is not necessarily delineated by the
fencer's jacket or other protective covering.

2. What constitutes a "good" touch. Emphasize that the tip or
point of the foil must hit the valid target. If the point hits and then
slides, or if the point is parried onto valid target, it is still a good
touch. However, a blade which is laid against the target, squeezed or
pressed against the target, or one which is pulled back across the
target, does not constitute a good touch.

3. What constitutes a foul touch. Emphasize that because a direct
foul invalidates subsequent actions it must be called immediately. A
point which lands directly on other than valid target area constitutes
a foul touch and stops the action. A point which is parried onto the
body and is not on the valid target area is a parried foul and does not
stop the action.

4. The function of the director. Point out that the director is in
charge of the bout: she calls the participants on guard, asks if they
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are reaey, and orders play to begin. She keeps the bout under
control, calls corps-a-corps if it occurs, issues warnings it fencers
become too rough, and prevents the contestants from becoming wild
and uncontrolled by calling a propitious halt and once again starting
them from an on guard position. At the same time she should keep
the bout moving smoothly and quickly The director should
concentrate on the ensemble of plays in order to be able to re-
construct the action, to determine right of way. She stops the play
by the command "halt." No action of the fencers is good prior to
the command of "play" nor after the command "halt." The director
awards the touches.

5. The function of the judges. Emphasize that the judges assist in
determining whether or not there was a touch. Their only duty is to
raise their hands to get the director's attention as soon as they see a
touch on valid or invalid target. Upon questioning by the director
they should answer a definite "yes" if they see a touch, "no" if they
saw no touch, or "abstain" it they have no opinion or arc in doubt.
Judges should be encouraged to take a stand and not to abstain too
frequently.

6. The voting procedure. Point out that in deciding whether or
not there was a touch each judge has one vote and the director has
one and a half votes. If one judge abstains, or the two judges, dis-
agree, the director will thus have the deciding vote.

Many of the foregoing points can be brought out from time to
time as the class progresses and prior to actual bottling. Much of it
will undoubtedly be covered in a rules discussion, and it will be
helpful if the instructor is herself familiar with the A.F. L.A. rules.

As soon as feasible, and preferably at about the same time that
bottling is begun, the teacher should set up an actual ()outing
situation with four judges and a director. It would be of considerable
help if a demonstration bout by more experienced fencers could be
arranged, but if such is not possible the instructor should act as the
director at first so that the students have an idea as to what is expet.:-
ed of them. When the jury members have taken their positions and
before beginning the bout, the following points should be explained:

I. Which target to watch. Attention is focused on the fencer
opposite the judge and not on the near tencer behind whom the
judge is stationed.

2. Where to stand in relation to the competing fencer. Judges
should be at least three feet behind the near competing fencer and
three feet to her side in order to avoid accidents and not to distract
either the fencer or the director. However, if the near fencer M sonic
manner cuts off the Ridge's view, the latter should move into a
position where she can see, but never in front of the near fencer.

3. How to move with the play. TI. Judges should move forward
and backward as the fencers advance or retreat so as to maintain at
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all times the same distance with relation to the fencers as that which
they had when the bout began.

4. How to gain director's attention. The judge shout(' raise her
hand not call out to the director. However. if the director has not
seen the judge's hand go up, the judge should call "halt" before the
phrase continues much further. If one judge has an opinion different
from the other judge and the director fails to recognii.e both judges,
the judge who has been overlooked should speak up at once. Each
judge must make up her own mind and not let herself be influenced
by the decision of the other judge.

5. Manner. The judges must be alert and make their decisions
quickly. They may stand relaxed, but should not slouch. They must
pay close attention to the target they are watching.

After each touch the instructor can answer questions that may be
puzzling the judges or class members. As soon as the judging
procedure seems to be fairly clearat most three or four boutsthe
role of the director should be clarified, with particular emphasis on
the following:

I. Position. The director should stand about thirteen feet from
the competing fencers, equidistant between t 9m, and preferably
facing the scorers. however, when there are two left-handed fencers
she should place herself on the open side of the fencers. She must
move as the fencers move so as to remain at an equal distance front
the contestants at all times.

2. Attitude. The director must be alert, speak with quiet
authority, and should pay close attention to the bout. She should
stand erect, and not sit down or lean against the wall or apparatus.
Her demeanor sets the tone of the bout.

3. What to watch. The director should attempt to see which
fencer initiated the attack, so that the time of all other actions can
be determined and the touch awarded to the fencer who properly
had right of way. It may be of some hop to the beginner to suggest
that she concentrate on both blades and on the forearm of the
fencer whose open side is toward the director. Beginning fencers
frequently carry a phrase no farther than a counterattack or
continuation which will make it somewhat easier for the beginning
director to analyze. The analysis should be mental, not verbal, but if
it is of help during the learning process to vocally call the sequence
of actions, no harm will be done.

4. Procedure. If the director sees a judge's hand go up, or though
no hand goes up the director thinks she saw a touch, she should call
"halt" immediately. Each judge should be asked whether or not
something occurred on the target she was watching. No particular
language is required upon asking the judge, but "good touch'?" or
"Did you see a hit?" is usual.
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In teaching officiating there is no substitute for actual student
participation, and the more often students arc given the opportunity
to try, the faster they will learn. In a busy class schedule where time is
restricted, some instructors may feel that any instruction in
officiating is too time-consuming. However, once such instruction is
given it becomes more easily worked ,ato the schedule, and the
instructor may be rewarded by finding that time is actually saved in
the long run by the fencers being able to conduc t their own bouts,
leaving the teacher free to give more indiv dual help where it is
needed,
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A Practical Test for Fencing Directors

GAYDENA M. THOMPSON
Clark College

Vancouver, Washington

As interest and skill in fencing increase throughout the colleges
and universities, so does the need for qualified officials in both
standard and electrically- scored events. While electrical scoring
eliminates the need for judges, it adds to the burden of the director.
who must make all decisions rzlatisz to the bout without assistance
(except that of whether a to eh has arrived or not).

Perhaps a practical examinaticni may be part of the answer to the
dilemma of finding qualified ofi.eia1s foi intramural, extramural, and
collegiate fencing tournaments. The formulation of an examination
such as the one which follows may lead to officiating clinics and
ratings as in other DGWS sports. A competent rating panel would
have to be formed if the need oceanic extensive, but as a start, why
not take a close look at this proposed exam and use it in your classes
or at some competitive meets on a trial basis?

The rating form is patterned after the DGWS Basketball and
Volleyball Rating Sheets. Two people can he rated on the same
sheet, and a, minimum score of :ii. least 72 should be obtained for
adequate knowledge. (See sample form, page 115.)

On the Rating Form in No. 1-A, the raters mark with a check (\/)
the number of correct, wrcng, or missed decisions. This should >e

evaluated during a minimum ,f 3 bouts. To obtain the score for I-A,
multiply the number of correct decisions by 35 points, the total
maximum points possible. Divide this product by the total number
of all decisions areas in 1-A. Example: 6 correct decisions times 35
poiats possible is 210 points. Divide 210 points by h (total of all
decisions in I-A). The score for I-A is 26.

No. I-B is concerned with the general handling of the bout.
including voice, manner, decisiveness, and control of the bout; a
poor to excellent rating, from 0-20 points, is given.

No. 2 is self-explanatory. Quick reactions are imperative to good
officiating.

No. 3 requires the official to follow the bout closely by moving
with the bout, beside the strip ;Me, with concentration and agility.

No. 4 requires the director to apply the correct vocabulary to
describe the action and therefore make the correct decision.,
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Theory

FENCING DIRECTOR'S PRACTICAL EXAMINATION

Judge Date

Practical Theory Practical

Grade . Grade . _ _ Grade _ _ Gra,de

Examinee Rating _ _ Examinee _ _ Rating _ ___ ___---- --------- -- -- -- --
Earned Checking & Max. Checking & Earned
Score Comments Score Comments Score

1. JUDGING
A Handling of Decisions 35

Corteet Decision ----%/Vii:4-7,77-------
___ ________

___ _ --, -- --- --
Wrong Decision V
Indecision

---Missed Decision 1/
B. Confidence, manner,

voice, decisiveness,
and control of bout.
Excellent 12-20;
Good 13.16; Fair 9.12;
Poor 0 8 20

2. REACTION TIME 6

3 POSITIONING BESIDE
STRIP AND
CONCENTRATING ON PLAY 5

4. KNOWLEDGE AND APPLI-
CATION OF BASIC TERMS
OF ACTION 5

5 GENERAL INFORMATION

Knows target area
(fair and foul) 5

Knows stripmarkings
and dimensions 3

Knows structure and
purpose of Jury in
standard foil
SCORING_
Team

7. TIMING

Total
_ _

5

10

6

Total
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No. 5 requires the official to demonstrate a basic knowledge of
fencing so that correct decisions can be made. This area is an
informal questioning period concerning target a:ea, hits by tip, side
of blade, etc., as well as valid and invalid target, strip markings and
dimensions, and structure, purpose, and voting decision of the jury.

No. 6 requires participant to write a score sheet for a minimum of
three bouts and to finalize the score sheet at the end of a pool, both
in team and individual pools.

No. 7 requires each participant to time a mir.i mini of three bouts
in the correct manner.

This rating sheet has been used with success over the past year
and a half by Simon Hernandez, Fencing Director with the Portland
Parks and Recreation Bureau, Portland, Oregon, in obtaining clas-
sification for a Fencing Cadre set up by him.
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Fencing with Electrical Foils

L. A. WO RTMAN
Amateur Fencers League of America

New York, New York

At the 1956 Olympic Games in Melbourne, history was made
many times by outstanding feats of athletic prowess. Sports records
were broken, new abiliti "s demonstrated. Women and men alike
proved that we have not yet reached our maximum capacity for
athletic achievement. One of the attainments publicized very little
outside the fencing salles was the official use of electrified weapons
and touch-signaling apparatus for the women's and men's foil
fencing eventsfrom preliminary to final rounds. This marked as fart
accompli a new era in the development of the historic art of
swordplay, and the commencement of a period which will see new
techniques and incredibly high attainments with respect to speed.
cunning, and accuracy in directing the point.

Some of you have already seen electrical-foil equipment. Sonic
may have even fenced with it. Without exception, properly adjusted
apparatus is glowingly praised by all familiar with its raison d'etre.
To understand and appreciate its purpose, let us review the organiza-
tion of the bout when the nonelectrical. or common foil is used ao
the official weapon. We have, of course, the combatants equipped
with weapons, gloves, masks, white Jackets, white breeches secured
below the knees or white short skirts, and fencing sneakers. The
combat is confined to a field of play referred to as a strip, approxi
mately 6 feet 7 inches wide and 39 feet 5 inches long. The fencers,
to begin the contest for each new point, are placed 6 feet 7 inches
from the center line.

To use a cliché, the hand is often quicker than the eve. By that
we mean that a foil can be "flicked" about so quickly that the eye
of the untrained observer can scarely follow it. Even the skilled
observer, though she may be an experienced fencer. ''sually has
difficulty watching the' tip of an attacking foil and knowing
accurately whether or not the point has actually touched the
opponent. If it has touched the opponent. exactly on what "spot
of the anatomy? Because the foil is theoretically, of course-
exclusively a weapon with winch one combatant attempts to "stick"
the other (as opposed to "cut"), did the point graze the opponent,
was it lard on, or did it actually arrive with a forward motion, as
though pe ne tra t mg? Fencing rules are quite explicit as to how a
touch must be nuide.
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But, as we said above, Hu, hand is often quicker than the eye. so
quick is it, in fact, that the fencers themselves cannot always be
positive as to whether or not their attacks have failed or succeeded
whether or not they have made an awardable touch. Therefore, the
well-knownpay is appointed. In principle, jury members are selected
because they are competent observers, impartial in their attitude, free
of personal prejudice with respect to team, school, club, or individual
contestant; keen of eye; impossible to distract for even an instant,
resolute, and equipped with an excellent knowledge of the game.

In practice, though no one is to blame, the jury is usually
composed of teammates who are "cooling off" from the previous
bout in which they have just eagerly fought for touches for their
rcspectiv,' schools or clubs; or possibly some interested non-
participating fencers who show up and volunteer for "jury duty."
Usually, he or she is an alumnus or alumni of one of the competing
schools, or a friend of someone in the contest. Can one do more
than hope for impartiality?

True, there are four judges and each has equal voting power
True, there is a director of the jury with broad authority to see that
the game is properly conducted. True, too, women fencers change
sides at the midway point of the bout (after two touches have been
scored against an individual), giving them the same "breaks" with
the judges. But fencing is designed as a contest between individuals,
who may be part of a team. The outcome of the contest should
depend solely on the skills of the contestants and not at all on the
number of "human errors" and "doubts" exhibited by the jury.
Electrical fencing is a major step in the direction of eliminating
"doubt" and partiality.

To fence electrical foil, the fencer dresses herself exactly as for
the common foil. However, an additional exterior vest is worn. It is
made with metallic threads to give it high electrical conductivity,
and is tailored to constitute the valid target area. All other areas
(nonconductive) are considered to be invalid. The weapon is
different, too. It has a plunger-type blunt point, instead of the
stationary blunt point of the common foil. This point is wiled. The
wire lies in a narrow groove which runs the full length of the blade,
and terminates at a connector behind the guard of the weapon.

A body owl is worn by the fencer. It is run up the sleeve of the
weapon-arm of the fencer, across the back (under the clothing) and
reappears at the base line of the uniform jacket. Connector plugs are
fitted at both ends of the cord: one connects with the weapon, the
other to a reel of sprmgwound flexible cable usually mounted at the
end of the strip. (The reels arc identical with those used for the
epee.) From the connector plug at the backend of the body cord,
there is a short length of wire with a spring-type clip at its free end.
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This clip is gripped onto the metallic jacket to provide the electrical
connection to the touch-signaling apparatus.

No judger are used, The term "president (or director) of the
jury" is changed instead, to the "director of the bout." Otherwise,
the game is conducted in the usual manner with "On Guard,"
"Ready!" "Fence!" as the commands (also "Halt!") for stopping the
action. When a hit on valid target area is made with sufficient force
(more than 500 grams) and with a forward motion so as to depress
the plunger-point, a colored light goes on and a hell or buzzer is
sounded by the touch-signaling apparatus. When the point is
depressed against invalid (nonconducting) surface, a white light goes
on and the same buzzer or bell is rung.

In June 1957, the Committee for Electrical Signaling of the
Federation Internationale d'Escrime, wrote a new set of technical
rules concerning the performance and electrical specifications of
weapons and apparatus. The requirements are particularly stringent
with respect to speed' the apparatus must signal a touch when the
plunger point is depressed for a time interval as brief as five milli-
seconds (I/ 200 t h of a sc Lund). The electrical sensitivity
requirements arc such that, with foil, reels, and apparatus con-
forming to the F.I.E. rules, the element of "doubtful" touches is
virtually eliminated. (Touches are signaled as being either valid or
invalid. There is no signal for abstention.)

In the manner of setting up the electrical fon bout, contestants
and officials, the F.I.F. rules are explicit. It is required that, for
official F.I.E. championships, Olympic games, world championships,
and important international events (for women and men), electrical
weapons and apparatus be utilized. Metallic coverings (neutralizing
mats) for the field of play are also used.* The director places him-
self so he is in full view of the field and so that lie has an
unrestricted view of the fencers. The fencer called first conies to the
end of the strip at the director's right. In the case of a bout between
a right -hands 1 and a left-handed fencer, they position themselves so
that their LI ests are in the director's full view. This facilitates the
director's complex task and high responsibility for accurately
observing the play. In electrical foil, the fence's do not change sides
at the midway point because of the delays that would be incurred in
disconnecting, reconnecting, and retesting. The apparatus is placed
so that it is also in full view of the director on the opposite side of
the strip. It is required that no one other than the operator of the

*In competitions other than official 1,1,1 events for championships where
nourish: mg ma is are not used, two "Ground" Judges are to be appointed to
observe whether or not the point strikes the strip causing the invalid signal
to actuate. [ach Judge has the power of I vote, the Ihreitor, votes,
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apparatus, timekeepers, and scorekeepers use the table on which is
installed the apparatus.

When fencers come to the strip with their equipment (which has
been previously inspected and approved by the official technicians),
they "hook up": weapon to body cord, body cord to reel. Then
they in turn, under the supervision of the director of the bout, test
their personal equipment. With masks on, they (I) touch weapon-
point against the opponent's ;,.aid, (2) against invalid surface, (3)
against valid target, and thL.; on. :. a 'double-touch" to make sure
that both wilt register. If alt appears to be in good order, the bout is
started by the director's ord

The apparatus concentrate on its job of replacing the four body
judges and no one can distract it. Who can accuse a box of electrical
apparatus of partiality or prejudice? You can scowl at it! Clare at it!
Shout at it, if the director will permit! But you cannot intimidate
the electrical foil. You've got to fence to win touches!
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Fencing Glossary

RUTH LINDSEY
Oklahoma State University

Stillwater, Oklahoma

Note: -I- indicates the Italian terra; "F" indicates the French 11.7111.

ABSTAIN-Refrain from voting by a judge.

ABSENCE OF BLADE-When the blades are not in contact.

ACTIONS ON THE BLADE-Principally, the beat, pressure,
opposition, glide, bind, and envelopment; a preparation for attack.

ADVANCE -Steps taken to close the distance between
opponents.

AFLA-Amateur Fencers League of America.

ATELIER-Workshop.

ATTACK-A forward movement of the weapon, which con-
stitutes an imminent offensive threat to the opponent's valid target.

ATTACK ON THE MARCH (F. Attaque en Marchant)-An
advance combined with a lunge.

AVOIDANCE (F. Derobement)-Evading the opponent's attempt
to beat of take the blade.

BALESTRA-Jump forward combined with the lunge on attack.
BARRAGE-Fence-off between two or more fencers for a

qualify ing posit ion.

BEAT (I Battuta, F. Battement)-Striking the oppinent's blade as
preparation for attack.

BIB-Padding fastened to the mask tc, protect the ;leek.

BIND (I. Legamento, F. Liement)-Preporation for attack by
carrying the opponent's blade diagonally across from high to low
line or vice versa: the blade descrives a half-circle.

BOUT COMMITTEE (F. Directoire Technique) Organizers of
the competition.

BREAKING GROUND - Retreating.
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BROKEN TIME Deliberately pausing between two movements
which normally follow each other.

CADENCEThe rhythm in which a sequence of movements is
made.

CENTRAL GUARDWhen the hand is placed between two
lateral lines.

CHANGE-BEATAn attack on the blade made by disengaging
and beating in the line opposite the original line.

CHANGE OF ENGAGEMENTEngaging the opponent's blade in
a new line.

COMPOUND (COMPOSITE) ATTACKAn attack made in two
or more movements.

CORPS A CORPS (clinch)When two fencers are touching so
that they cannot wield their foils.

COULEGlide.

COUNTER-ATTACKSThe time-hit and stop-hit.

COUNTER-DISENGAGEMENTAction of deceiving a change of
engagement or a counter-parry.

COUNTER-PARRY (I. Parate di Contro, F. Contre)A circular
parry which carries the opponent's blade to the opposite line.

COUNTER-RIPOSTEOffensive action following the parry of a
riposte.

COUNTER-TIME OR COUNTER-TEMPO (I, Controtempo, F.
Contretemps)Second intention, drawing the opponent's stop-hit or
time-hit, parry g it, and riposting from it.

COUPECut-over.

COVEREDPosition of the foil which closes the line of
engagement.

CROSS (I.. Croisc)Taking the opponent's blade from high to
low line on the same side as the engagement.

CUT-OVER (I. Coupe, F. Coupe)Disengagement made by
passing over the opponent's blade.

DELAYED ATTACK (1. Tempo Perduto, F. Temps Perdu)A
composite attack during which a "change of pace" causes a definite
break in the continuity of the offensive movements.
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DEROBEMENT-Action of the defender who is "in line" to
escape the attempt of the attacker to take the blade.

DETACHMENT-A parry win :h by its crispness leaves the blade
immediately after it has met it

DEVELOPMENT-The extension of the arm and the lunge.

DIGGING-Making an angle with the foil and arm by moving the
hand out and the point in to the target, when returning.

DIRECT-An attack or riposte made in the line of engagement.

DIRECTOR-President of the jury.

DISENGAGEMENT (I. Cavazione. F. Degagement)-Moving the
blade from the line of engagement to the opposite line,

DISPLACED TARGET-Substituting invalid target for good
target by arm or body movements.

DOUBLE (F. double)-- A feint disengage, followed by a disengage
in the same line deceiving the counter- parry.

DOUBLE HIT (I. m Contro, F. Coup Double)-Simultaneous hits
with one fencer at fault.

DOUBLE PRISE DE FER-A succession of takings of the blade.

DOUBTFUL TOUCH-Decision by the director to annul the
action when there is no majority vote.

ENGACEMENT-Crossing of the blades.

ENVELOPMENT (I. Trasporto di Ferro)-Taking the opponent's
blade and describing a circle to return to the line of engagement
without losing contact.

EPEE (I. Spada de Duello, F. Epee) -The dueling ;word.

FALSE ATTACK (I. Falso Attacco, F. Fausse Ataque)-An
offensive movement which is not intended to score.

FEINT (I. Filth', F. Feinte)-- An offensive movement node to
icsemble an attack in order to draw a reaction from the oppon,nt.

FENCING TIME OR TEMPO (F. Temps d'mrune) The time to
perform one simple fencing action.

Fl Federation Internationale d'Escrune.

FINAL MOVEMENT (of the comprositc attack)-Last forward
motion of the blade immediately resulting m a hit or constituting
the last continuous attempt to touch.
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FIRST COUNTER RIPOSTEThe attacker's first riposte.
FLECHEAn attack made by running instead of lunging.
FOIBLEThe half of the blade nearest the point.
FOIL (1. Floret to, F. Fiuerct) The basic practice weapon.
FOOT CALL (I. Battuta di Piede, F. Appel du Peid)Stamping

the foot twice to signal the director that the fencer wishes to stop
the bout.

FORTEThe half of the blade nearest the guard,strong.

GAINING GROUNDStepping forward.
GLIDE (i. Filo, F. Con IC)Pressing and sliding down the

opponent's blade during the attack.

GRIPThe part of the handle which is held, also, the mannei in
which it is held.

GUARD OR BELL GUARDThe portion .)f the 11111 designed to
protect the hand.

HIT Touch or score on valid target with the point of the
weapon.

INDIRECTA simple attack or riposte made in another line.

INFIGHTINGWhen contestants have their ')odies or guards in
contact.

INQUARTATAA side-step with the rear foot away from the
line of attack, used to evade the opponent's attack in place of a
parry, used with a stop-hit.

INVITATION (I Invito, F. Invite)Deliberate, exaggerated
opening up of a line to encourage the opponent to attack in that
line.

JUDGESThose whose duty it is to watch for hits and assist the
director.

JURYComposed of a president (detector) and four lodges.
LA BELLEScore is tied.

LINESTheoretical division of the target corresponding to the
fencing positions.

LUNGE (I. Affondo. E. Fente) Extension of the body and legs
used to reach the opponent.
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MARTINGALEA leash that keeps the weapon loosely attached
to the hand.

MATERIALITY The decision made by a judge as to 'he
existence or nonexistence of a touch.

MEASUREDistance which a fencer keeps in relations to his
opponent: lunge-distance.

NFCAANational Fencing Coat:hes Association of America.

OCTAVEEight; low outside line of the target.

OFF TARGETTouch on invalid target,
ON GUARDThe position of the arms, body, and feet adopted

when prepared for a bout.
ONE-TWO AND ONE-TWO-THREETwo or three consecutive

disengages during the attack.
ORTHOPAEDIC GRIPThe term for a handle moulded to the

shape of the fingers.
PARRY (I. Parata, F. Parade)A defensive action made with the

blade to deflect an attack.
PASSATA SOTTOBackward lunge and drop to the floor on the

left hand; used with a stop-hit.
PHRASE (F. Phrase d'armes)Continual play without any pause

in the cadence of the bout.
PISTELimited area within which the fencers compete, strip.

PLASTRONSleeveless half-jacket.

POINT IN LINEDefensive threat used to compel the attacker to
execute a preliminary action on the defender's blade under the rules
of the "right of way."

POINTE D'ARRETPoint used on an electrical foil.
POMMELThe piece of metal screwed to the end of the hilt to

leek the parts of the weapon together and to balance tie blade.
POOLTournament term where several fencers are assigned to

fence each other in round robin fashion.

PREPARATION FOR ATTACKA blade, body, or foot
movement made prior to launching the attack.

PRESIDENT--The director or referee in a fencing bout.
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PRESSUREA preparation for attack made by pressing on the
opponent's blade.

PRESSURE GLIDESharp and continually increasing pressure
on the opponent's blade as the attacker thrusts and hinges.

PRIMEOne; high inside line of the target.
PRINCIPLE OF DEFENSEOpposition of the forte of the blade

to the foible of opponent's blade.
PRISE DE FERTaking of the blade.
PROGRESSIVE ATTACKMethod of executing the various

movements of a compound attack to cut the time and distance to a
minimum.

QUARTEFour; high inside line of the target.

QUINTEFive; low inside line of the target.

REDOUBLEMENTRenewal of the attack while on the lunge,
comprising one or more movements of the blade.

REPLACEMENTRemise.
REMISERenewal of the attack while on the lunge by replacing

the point on the target in the same line without withdrawing the
arm.

REPRISERenewal of the attack preceded by a return to g:iard.

RETREATSteps taken to increase the distance between
opponents.

RIGHT OF WAYThe right to attack secured by extending the
arm or parrying an attack.

RIPOSTE Offensive action which follows a successful parry.

SABERThe cut-and-thrust weapon.

SALLE D'ARMESFencing school.
SECONDARY ATTACKSAttacks made immediately following

a first attack (remise, redouble, and reprise).

SECOND COUNTER RIPOSTE Defender's second riposte.

SECOND INTENTION (I. Seconde Intenzione, F, Deusieme
intention)A premeditated attack made after a false attack has
provoked a riposte which the attacker may then parry and score on
the counter-riposte.
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SECONDETwo, low outside line of the target.

SEMI-CIRCULAR PARRYA parry during which t' e blade
describes a half-circle from high to low line or vice versa.

SEPTIME (Septieme)Seven: low inside line of the target.

SIMPLE ATTACKAn attack made with one movement,
whether direct or indirect (thrust. single disengage, and cut-over).

SIMPLE PARRYDirect movement of the blade in a horizontal
or lateral plane to deflect or block the attacker's blade.

SIMULTANEOUS ACT:ON (Tempo Commune)Simultaneous
hits where neither fencer is at fault .

SIXTESix; high outside line of the target.

STOP-THRUST or STOP -HIT (1. Botta in tempo, F. Coupe
d'arret)A counteroffensive action made on an )pponent's attack in
an attempt to score before the attacker's final movement has begun.

STRIP (F. Piste)The part of the fide of play within which a
bout takes place.

TAKING THE BLADE (1. Presa dl ferro, F. Prise de
Fer)Preparation for attack by deflecting and controlling the
opponent's blade.

TIERCEThree, high outside line of the target.

TIM E-H I TCounter-offensive action which anticipates and
intercepts the final line of the opponent's attack and covers in that
line.

TROMPEMENTSOffensive blade movements which deceive the
opponent's panics.

WARNING LINESLines drawn one meter from the rear limits
of the strip, at which fencers are warned that they are nearing the
rear limit.

VALIDITY The decision made by the director on awarding
touches according to the rules of "right of way" or time.
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Sports Guides and Official Rules
Committee Interest Indicator

The SGOR Committee is endeavoring to broaden its base ofpersonnel and to strengthen its services to Guide readers. The
purpose of this form is to offer readers an opportunity to join usin meeting this need. Please complete this form and send it to theSGOR Associate Chairman-elect, whose name and address appearon page 10.
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